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Many modern musicians and composers,
from Arnold Schoenberg to Miles

Davis to Ron Wood of the Rolling Stones,
have also been fairly accomplished painters;
and it would be folly to classify them as
amateurs, since no serious artist takes any
means of creative expression lightly. Few
artists, however, are as doubly gifted as
Haim Elisha, a classical pianist and compos-
er who grew up in Jerusalem and is present-
ly a professor of music
at SUNY Rockland and
artistic director and
conductor of the
Rockland Opera. 

In his recent solo
exhibition of paintings
“Compositions in
Color,” at CVB Space /
The Carrozzini von
Buhler Gallery, 407
West 13th Street, Elisha
revealed himself to be
much more than a
musician who paints.
Indeed, even if he had
never written or played
a note of music, Elisha
would be a visual artist
to contend with––
although in his case, the
two art forms appear
inseparable. 

For if music is by its
very nature the most
abstract of all the arts,
Elisha has evolved a
more organic way than
most painters to trans-
pose something of its
freedom to oils on can-
vas or Masonite panels,
employing the entire
chromatic scale in his compositions, as he
would in a musical score, along with tonal-
registration, counterpoint and other ele-
ments in the shared vocabulary of the two
art forms. While his greatest musical influ-
ence is Arnold Schoenberg, the innovative
Austrian composer who perfected the
method of twelve-tone composition, as a
painter he is inspired by Maurice de
Vlaminck, who worked nights as a violinist
in a “gypsy” band and later in a theater
orchestra, while painting during the day. 

Music has also been Elisha’s sustaining
profession from an early age, although he
has painted since adolescence. And like that
of Vlaminck, who boasted, “I translated by
instinct without any method, not merely an
artistic truth but above all a human one,”
his approach would appear to be intuitive.
However, unanchored by the overt land-
scape references that serve as the composi-
tional armature for Vlaminck’s fauvist can-
vases, and informed by an innate formal
sophistication, Elisha achieves an abstract

autonomy closer to music. Thus he is natu-
rally attuned to exploring his recurring
theme, “the connection between the natural
and the supernatural.”

In this regard, one can compare Elisha to
the under-appreciated American visionary
Forrest Bess (1911-1977), an eccentric, self-
described “roughneck” who deviated from
the strict formalism that dominated mid-
twentieth century art, to return painting to

its mystical roots in the early experiments of
such modernist pioneers as Kandinsky,
Malevich, and Mondrian, who initially con-
ceived of abstract painting as a vehicle for
apprehending the unknown. 

Although Bess has yet to get credit for
his contribution to the climate that has pro-
duced the best postmodern abstraction,
those he influenced, such as Gregory
Amenoff and Bill Jensen, have paved the
way for our appreciation of a painter such as
Haim Elisha. Like the work of those artists,
the paintings in Elisha’s recent exhibition
eschewed the overblown proportions which
have become something of a cliché since the
heyday of Abstract Expressionism, opting
instead for relatively intimate easel-scale
compositions that draw the viewer in for
close contemplation, rather than attempting
to bowl him or her over with gargantuan
self-importance. In contrast to many other
recent exhibitions, comprised of just a few
overbearing productions, Elisha  showed
close to forty medium-to-small paintings,

providing one with a wide-angle view of his
oeuvre, which revealed the variegated rich-
ness of his vision. 

Even more significant, however, was the
absence of a so-called “signature style,” that
marketing device, all too ubiquitous in
today’s art scene, by which so many painters
attempt to “brand” their work, making it as
recognizable as a corporate logo.
Conversely, Elisha embarks upon each paint-

ing as a new adventure; let-
ting each subject dictate its
own terms and technique;
trusting in the truism that
style is a function of indi-
vidual character rather than
a superficial contrivance,
and proving it irrefutably
by virtue of the coherence
of the show as a whole.

In fact, unlike those of
the seen-one-seen-them-all
logo manufacturers,
Elisha’s paintings gain
strength in numbers. Each
individual composition
stands up as a discrete enti-
ty, possessed of its own
attributes; yet, each simul-
taneously functions as a dis-
tinct note in a superbly
orchestrated symphony, if
one may employ an obvi-
ous analogy. So while the
spare, sinuous strokes that
activate Elisha’s oil
“Madama Butterfly,” for
example, appear as blithe
and spontaneous as those in
a Zen ink painting, they
harmonize splendidly with
the roughly geometric
color areas of his “Green

Rectangle on Red,” a considerably more
structured composition.

Such complementary contrasts abound
in Elisha’s work, where the melodious lyri-
cism of  “Con Spirito,” with its sensual,
flowing forms, plays counterpoint to the
staccato, crisscrossed strokes of “Red 
Ladder; where the piquant “do re mi” of
vigorous vertical streaks of green, blue, and
red in “Major Mode” could not be less like
the dark mysterious field, lit by cosmic orbs,
in “Episode #4,” yet both project an equally
profound sense of the ineffable.

Haim Elisha’s paintings are strikingly
diverse in form, color, and  technique, run-
ning the gamut from luminous oil glazes to
tactile impasto, from ethereal allusions to
earthy essences. Yet each bears the mark of a
singular aesthetic sensibility, relentlessly
probing mysteries that lie beyond what is
immediately tangible. Their chromatic sub-
tlety and evocative rhythms constitute a
unique visual music.      

--Ed McCormack

Symphonic Variations Animate the Paintings of Haim Elisha

Painting by Haim Elisha 
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It is both the blessing and the curse of cer-
tain artists to be able to attract attention

with their technique. For while it is their
good fortune to be capable of wowing us
with the effects that they achieve, some such
artists suffer the same fate as classical music
virtuosos, whose technique, admirable as it
may be, can overshadow their content. 

Happily, this drawback does not apply in
the case of Erma MartinYost, a technical vir-
tuoso for whom method and meaning are
so inseparable as to only enhance
each other. And while Yost can
inspire awe by doing things with
fiber that might only seem possi-
ble in paint, she knows that just
the opposite is true, having been
trained as a painter and having
eventually decided that only the
archaic medium of handmade felt
has sufficient depth and complex-
ity for her purposes. 

The reasons should be imme-
diately obvious to any viewer of
Yost's 17th solo exhibition,
“Feltworks: Hand-felted and
Stitched Constructions,” at Noho
Gallery, 530 West 25th Street, in
Chelsea, from January 29
through February 16, with a
reception on Saturday, February
2, from 4 to 6PM. 

What this show proves, above
all, is that we are well past the
point where it is necessary to
make much of the fact that Yost
descends from a long line of
Mennonite quiltmakers, which
gave her a natural edge over those woman
artists who first took up fiber art in the first
flush of feminist art movement in the late
1960s. Nor need one reiterate Yost’s own
feminist credentials at this late date by citing
her recurrent use of fertility figures and the
wry sexual politics of an earlier exhibition
dealing with “domestic allegories.” Suffice it
to say she has taken a giant step aesthetically
since switching from mixed media quilt-
works to feltworks in 1993, and the “novel-
ty” of her medium (which actually goes
back several thousand years to when ancient
nomads used it to make religious as well as
utilitarian objects) is now quite secondary to
what she achieves with it. 

Employing felt that has been subjected to
heat and moisture, then pounded into a
rough fibrous mass, along with stitching,
monoprinting, and appliqué, in much the
same manner that other artists employ pig-
ment, Yost creates compositions that would
be remarkably evocative in any medium. Yet
in no other medium could she achieve the
degree of total color saturation, as well as
the subtle tactility, that lends her pieces their

singular qualities. 
These qualities––particularly the rough,

sensual “furriness” of the felt surface that
serves as the main support of her composi-
tions, in contrast to the more ethereal mate-
rials that she often affixes to it, forming geo-
metric scrims that partially obscure certain
elements, lending them a layered sense of
mystery–– contribute immeasurably to the
aesthetic appeal of Yost’s work. However, it
is finally her imagery, comprised of a person-

al vocabulary of symbols and archetypal
forms drawn in equal measure from primi-
tive and domestic sources, that registers
deeply in what Carl Jung referred to as the
“collective unconscious” and lends her work
its peculiar power.

The combination of surface and imagery,
of material and meaning, is especially appeal-
ing in a work such as “Butterfly Emerging,”
where the advantages of her medium are
immediately apparent: You can paint a but-
terfly’s wing, but no matter how realistically
it is rendered, it will remain a representa-
tion; however, if you create it with a gos-
samer bit of fabric of similar weight and
transparency to the actual substance of the
insect’s anatomy, it will be closer, at least in
terms of a material metaphor, to the real
thing. And the surface of the felt, to which
the exquisitely wrought wing is affixed with
delicate stitching, may even evoke a
metaphorical sense-memory of the fur of the
caterpillar from which the butterfly evolves.
Thus it is possible not only to redefine
“realism” but to introduce a residue of pass-
ing time to an otherwise stationary art

object.
The palpable qualities of Yost’s materials

also embody meaning poetically in “Fertile
Fields,” where the furry texture of the felt
and its saturated ocher colorations suggest
the lush fecundity of a wheat field thriving
beneath the bluest of skies. Here, too, one
of the rudimentary houses, symbols of shel-
ter and domesticity, with which the artist
often punctuates her fanciful landscapes,
suggests the fruitful collaboration of

humankind and the earth. Yet also
implicit in the composition’s heart-
felt nostalgia is a pang of foreboding
over the possibility of industrial rape,
should mankind’s ambitions toward
the land become overweening.

For all Yost’s ability to evoke actu-
al surfaces that transport the viewer
through tactile association, however,
one does not wish to imply an inflex-
ible literalism; for such is the meta-
physical nature of her art that she
can also conjure the supernatural
through the most material of means.
In  “Emerging Spirits,” for example,
the mysterious figure of a primitively
stylized man with arms crossed
across his chest, as though for ritual
burial, is seen through a semi-
translucent fabric scrim bordered by
gold braided twine that unravels at
the bottom and is wound around a
bundle of small stones or beads, sug-
gesting an amulet. 

Esoteric meanings that are hinted
at but never spelled out add to the
mysterious resonance of Yost’s

imagery, which is invariably highlighted by
her unfailing ability to make her sensuous
materials allude to a variety of diverse sub-
ject matter, ranging from shimmering blue
water in “Sea Secrets,” to evolving seeds
and pods in “Germination,” to a shape-
shifting synthesis of ancient arrow-heads,
trees, and ominous conical towers in “The
Clearing.”  

Yost never hesitates to add intriguing
combinations of ancient and modern  mate-
rials, such as bone, metal, and plastic, to
lend her compositions tactile and symbolic
richness. In this regard, she is closer in spirit
to the pioneering American modernist
Arthur Dove than to those among her con-
temporaries who regard themselves exclu-
sively as members of the fiber art move-
ment. 

It is this formal adventurousness, as well
as her ability to generate consistently engag-
ing imagery with broad social and spiritual
ramifications, that makes Erma MartinYost
an artist who is finally as impossible to cate-
gorize as she is to ignore. 

––Ed McCormack

Erma Martin Yost Makes Material 
Metaphors Manifest in “Feltworks”

“Butterfly Emerging”
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Precious few artists, apart from Piranesi
and Escher, have successfully explored

the expressive possibilities of architecture
through imaginative interpretation. One of
the most gifted contemporary artists doing
so today is Barbara Swanson Sherman,
whose solo exhibition of works on paper
“Many Mansions,” is featured as part of the
“Art at First” series at The First Presbyterian
Church in the City of New York on Fifth
Avenue between 11th and 12th Streets,
through February 25. Viewing times are
Wednesdays between 2 and 5 PM or by
appointment (phone  646-267-0117). 

The seven large ink drawings on view,
which are being shown with ten much small-
er etchings from a separate series focusing on
home furnishings, were inspired by the
artist’s travels in Istanbul, Greece, Seville and
Budapest, where the buildings have a decid-
edly Moorish influence.

The cursive domes, stately columns,
winding staircases, decorative flourishes,
intricately patterned tiles and brickwork that
Sherman encountered in the countries she
visited inspired an almost psychedelic fluidity
in her drawings. Working in pen, brush, and
colored inks in a palette of delicate yet
intense hues, employing exquisitely fine,
close-set lines and stippling techniques in
combination with delicate washes, Sherman
demonstrates that drawing can be a com-
plete medium unto itself, suitable for com-

plex, finished works of art, rather
than mere studies and prelimi-
nary sketches. 

Equally as impressive as her
technical finesse, however, is
Sherman’s ability, even while
employing the most austere
means and delineating architec-
tural details with impressive
verisimilitude, to imbue her sub-
jects with an almost organic
expressiveness. Curiously, her
buildings take on the quality of
living, breathing things, and the
mood that they project is always
upbeat. At the same time,
Sherman enhances the formal effect of her
pictures by making architectural structures
the sole element of her compositions. 

Set against the off-white of the paper,
sans skies, horizon lines, or the slightest hint
of a surrounding environment, they appear
to float weightlessly, like baroque Easter
Parade balloons, on thin air. Yet they also
have a paradoxically emblematic, almost
sculptural quality, occupying space as dis-
crete aesthetic entities, preserving the sancti-
ty of the two-dimensional modernist picture
plane with their strong abstract presence.  

The expressiveness of Sherman’s large
drawings of architectural subjects extends as
well to her much smaller, more intimate
etchings of home furnishings. In the print

she calls “Easy Chair,” for example, the
lumpy overstuffed chair, appearing some-
what worse for the wear but still comfort-
able, takes on the affectionate quality of a
portrait of an old friend. 

This ability to infuse her subjects with
near-anthropomorphic resonance lends a
subtly surreal atmosphere to the drawings
and prints of Barbara Swanson Sherman,
who likes to relate a story someone once
told her about “a magical house” where the
furniture serves the occupant meals and
cleans up after itself.

“It’s a fairy tale,” she says, “but I began
thinking about furniture and inanimate
objects as sentient beings.”

––J. Sanders Eaton

Born in Veracruz Mexico, now living and
working in Valdosta, Georgia,  Efrain

Cruz is a “natural,” judging from the work
on view in “The Allegory of Form,” at
Agora Gallery, 530 West
25th Street from February
5 through 26. (Reception:
Thursday, February 7, from
6 to 8PM.) 

For Cruz’s work, most
of which focuses on figures
and portraits, whether
imaginary or based on spe-
cific individuals, is refresh-
ingly unselfconscious, and
his take on Expressionism is
unabashedly emotional.
Although he is a populist
who says “I paint of my
people,” and one may dis-
cern the influence of
Orozco and other Mexican
muralists in his bold shapes and fiery colors,
his approach is personal rather than political.
Instead of indulging in the theorizing so
prevalent among other painters of his gener-
ation, Cruz simply states, “I believe that life
is beautiful and color possibilities are amaz-
ing. I like to use deep purple, sunbeam yel-
low, and strong shades of blue, green and
red to make images active and sensuous.”

Yet for all his directness, his oils on canvas
display an innate sophistication that comes
across most impressively in the fluidity of his
forms. In the composition he calls “Juntos,”

for example, two faces flow
together as though a single
entity and dissolve at the
shoulders into swirling
rainbow ribbons that lend
the composition a remark-
able abstract integrity.
Which is to say, while the
subjects’ distinctively delin-
eated features suggest spe-
cific individuals, the com-
position as a whole con-
veys a concern with plastic
values that transcends con-
ventional portraiture. 

Along with conveying
emotion chromatically,
through generally intense

color choices, Cruz alters his formal stance
from picture to picture to capture particulars
of personality through formal rather than
anecdotal means. In “Maria,” for example, a
saintly face is enveloped in luminous halo-
like auras akin to stained glass or the hues in
Rouault’s religious pictures. By contrast, in
“Pedro Navaja,” a somewhat less spiritual
character sporting a slouch hat at a rakish

angle is captured in areas  of neon-bright
color and sharp planes more reminiscent of
Ernst Ludwig Kirchner.

Appropriately enough, among Cruz’
most rhythmic compositions is “El Musico,”
where undulating areas of blue, yellow, and
orange hues swirl around the central figure
of a musician playing a bass fiddle, while
jagged shapes influenced by African sculp-
ture and, in turn, Picasso, dominate the
strong portrait head called “Cesar.” 

Efrain Cruz’ ability to avail himself of all
the cultural riches of art history yet trans-
form them for his own purposes reminds
one of the late Jean-Michel Basquiat. Cruz,
however, is an artist not so smitten with 
aesthetic heroes as with how his own gift
can be applied to celebrating his friends 
and family, of whom he speaks glowingly, as
when he says, “The internal image of my
mother gave a great deal of inspiration. . . .
She taught me to be strong, wise, and
thankful for every day of my life. The 
many struggles she passed through made
her eyes look sad, but her smile stays bright
and happy.”

Reconciling such contradictions would
appear to be the artistic mission of this pas-
sionate and altogether engaging young
painter.                 

––Maurice Taplinger

Sherman’s Many Mansions

Discovering the Emotional Expressionism of Efrain Cruz

A work on paper by Barbara Swanson Sherman

“Juntos”
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Diana Freedman-Shea seemed ruefully
amused when I  quoted de Kooning’s

statement “Art has never been a situation of
comfort for me” during a visit to her studio
to preview some of the paintings for her
upcoming solo show, “Leaving New York,”
at Noho Gallery in Chelsea, 530 West 25th
Street, from
March 11
through 29th.

For like de
Kooning,
Freedman-Shea,
who is best
known for her
cityscapes, seems
to be one of
those artists for
whom there can
be no art with-
out a problem
to solve.
Fortunately, she
found a new one right away during a recent
stay in Umbria, Italy.  

“I fell in love with the landscape of
Umbria,” she told me. “I felt like I was in
heaven. But then I started wondering,
‘How do you paint a landscape? With tone?
With line? With color? With  marks?’... I just
didn’t know.”

Judging from the evidence at hand, not
knowing is a great way to begin. Most

painters–– and even film makers–– who fall
in love with the Italian landscape are most
enamored of its lush vegetation; they attack
it like so much fresh broccoli. But not
Freedman-Shea; she saw beyond the foliage
to the geometry that establishes the lay of
the land. In her new paintings, the flat

planes of Umbria’s
endless fields, the
virgin ones and the
tilled ones, con-
verge in an angular
manner that could
almost suggest the
tectonic plates
beneath the earth
–– the very skeleton
on which the land-
scape rests. 

At the same
time, she was
entranced by how
the sun saturates

and bleaches these fields; how their earthy
substance can be rendered ethereal by almost
blinding golden auras, which she captured
with a mixture of Naples Yellow and Indian
Yellow, complemented by various pale yet
luminous shades of green. 

For all her initial uncertainty, Freedman-
Shea found a way to paint a landscape. What
she finally discovered, apparently, was that
she could approach landscape much in the

same way that she approached cityscape, as
an architectonic construct overlaid by
atmosphere. In her landscapes, however, the
abstract qualities that have always under-
pinned her cityscapes are even more pro-
nounced, perhaps because the subject was
less familiar to her and she had to dig deep-
er to get at its core.

Some of Freedman-Shea’s exquisite little
plein air oil sketches are more literal than her
major canvases. But in her large paintings as
well, certain spare details serve as reality
markers in the overall abstract flow. In
“Spina, Early Harvest,” tiny bales of grain
are piquant accents amid rolling fields that
appear to flow infinitely and vanish into a
misty blue haze. In “Assisi,” a similarly heav-
enly pastoral expanse is rudely intersected by
modern highways winding tinkertoy traffic
around the fields like gray conveyor belts. 

For all her transcendent touches, Diana
Freedman-Shea has always had a lovely way
of bringing us back down to earth. Two
big, beautifully gritty cityscapes, panoramic
views from her former studio in Long Island
City, will greet visitors to her exhibition,
before they move on to her Italian land-
scapes; thus the title, “Leaving New York.”
But those of us long familiar with Friedman-
Shea’s work can be grateful that, in the
words of the old saying, “Wherever you go,
you always take yourself with you.” 

––Ed McCormack   

Curated by David Ruskin and Harriet G.
Green for the West Side Arts Coalition,

at Broadway Mall Community Center on
the center island at 96th Street and
Broadway, the recent group show “Shades
of Winter” captured the magic of the season
in a manner reminiscent of The Brooklyn
Museum’s survey of Impressionist snow
scenes some time back.

Laurens McKenzie’s digital color print
“The Guardian” turned the stone angel
over Bethesda Fountain in Central park into
a celestial protectress of the tiny people
strolling through the snow below. By con-
trast, Carolyn Reus focused on intimate
images of bare tree branches or a lone
Verizon phone booth in her small black and
white prints, capturing a sense of poetic soli-
tude.  

Then there was Sandy Ackerman whose
large digital prints contrasted large areas of
white with vibrant patches of color in her
picture of a person sitting  on a bench under
a blue umbrella in Central Park, contem-
plating the brilliant orange skirts of
Christo’s outdoor installation “The Gates.”
Nearby, Carson Grant imaginatively com-
bined  photography with an actual indoor
installation in a piece called “Life Under
Construction,” featuring separate black and
white shots of snow-dusted garbage cans, a

chained bike, empty playground swings, and
other everyday urban imagery affixed to
strips of wooden scaffolding and yellow tape
stenciled with the world “CAUTION.”  

Don Sichler exploited the chromatic dis-
tortions of digital photography to transform
bodies of water into phosphorescent
abstractions or create a surreal statement in
which the limbs of a bare winter tree
appeared to sprout brilliant leaves of flame.
Frequent exhibitor Jean Prytyskacz took just
the opposite approach, finding the magic in
the commonplace in her silver gelatin prints,
employing their subtle black and white
tonalities to lend a burnished beauty to a
simple view of skaters in a rink or the festive
Christmas tree atop the facade of Radio City
Music Hall.

Steve Weintraub employed digital pho-
tography to dazzling effect to capture a
luminous golden winter sky, shadowed by
streaks of darkness and eerily dramatic
clouds, in a phantasmagoric landscape where
silhouetted foliage suggested dancing fig-
ures. Contrastingly muted, characteristically
lyrical, David Ruskin’s subtle hand-colored
photographs of street lamps glowing
through misty trees or a tiny figure trudging
along a snowy path in a darkening Central
Park called to mind the timeless atmosphere
of classic New York films like “A Portrait of

Jenny.”  
Photomontage, the chosen medium of

Harriet G. Green, enables her to mutate
nature in bizarre and compelling ways, here
transforming bare black tree limbs into sym-
metrical abstract compositions reminiscent
of mandalas or Escher etchings in which the
underlying patterns of an alternate reality are
dynamically revealed. 

Brunie Feliciano, on the other hand,
employs the silver gelatin print to create
witty black and white prints in which an
old-fashioned mask and a discarded feather
boa in the snow morph into a surreal female
portrait or snow-filled flower pots become a
geometric abstraction. Vlad Bubnov creates
his own surreal winter wonderland in limit-
ed edition Giclee prints where fragments of
nature in an urban setting are manipulated
and photographed in closeup to create such
phenomena as “Snow Donut” and
“Cemented Iceberg.” 

Then there was Janice Wood Wetzel,
who employs state of the art digital prints to
give us glimpses of a genteel world where
baroque stone steps decorated with snow or
a row of brownstones in Washington Square
hark back to the novels of Henry James, in
keeping with the mood of an unusually pic-
turesque exhibition.

––Byron Coleman

Diana Freedman-Shea Unearths the Architecture of Landscape

A Picturesque Photo Exhibit Focuses on Snow Scenes

“Umbria”
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In our media-saturated  era, when the
higher aspirations of art are all too often

hobbled by topicality, Yuichiro Shibata is
one artist who “breaks the cultural trance,”
to appropriate a felicitous phrase from
Russell Targ, the well-known
physicist and author of
“Limitless Mind.”

While the clarity of line
and pastel pinks, baby blues,
sherbet greens and other
confectionery hues that have
characterized Shibata’s large
acrylic paintings on canvas
for decades appear to have
exerted a superficial stylistic
influence on some younger
Japanese artists enamored of
cartoon iconography and
other aspects of popular cul-
ture, his concerns and the
content of his work, con-
versely timeless and universal,
could not be more remote
from theirs. 

Indeed, although Shibata
wryly acknowledges that the
circular forms, which  invari-
ably interact with linear spi-
rals in his paintings, could
suggest such down-to-earth
objects as optic orbs, olives
or bowling balls, his cosmi-
cally suggestive compositions
actually appear to prove Jean
Houston’s theory that cer-
tain profound universal pat-
terns can put us in touch with what she calls
“quantum fields of consciousness.” 

However, as much as he dismisses the
post-Pop tendencies toward irony and trivi-
ality in much contemporary Japanese and
American painting, Shibata also disavows
any  Zen influence in his own work,
although he understands how some see sim-
ilarities between aspects of Buddhist philos-
ophy and ideas that he arrived at independ-
ently in the process of painting. In fact, he is
considerably less beholden to traditional
Japanese culture, either as an influence or
something to react against, than most other
Japanese painters of his generation, since he
moved to New York in 1967 at age 23, and
has lived and worked here ever since–– first
in Soho, where he knew John Lennon,
among other leading figures of that era, and
later in Chelsea, where he lives and works to
this day.

“The basic idea in my work is that every-
thing is similar; everything in nature and
the universe, including our heartbeat and
the flow of our blood, has the same sort of
rhythm,” the artist  explained recently, as we
sipped fragrant green tea in his spacious loft,
surrounded by some of the paintings to be

featured in his much anticipated solo exhibi-
tion “Landscape of Life,” which opens with
a reception from 5 to 8 PM on February 28
and runs through March 25, at Monkdogz
Urban Art, 547 West 27th Street.  

“The swirls in my paintings are symbols
of these universal cycles. Of course I’m
interested in what goes on in the world, but
I think there’s too much politics, too much
money involved in art today. Too many
artists close their eyes to the pure elements,
such as colors and shapes, that have a deep-
er, more universal meaning.”

It was his growing disillusionment with
art world politics and business practices that
prompted Shibata to withdraw from the
gallery scene in the 1990s, after exhibiting
internationally to widespread critical acclaim
for many years. For the past decade, he has
worked in seclusion, selling paintings private-
ly out of his studio to selected collectors. He
only agreed to the present exhibition after
meeting Bob Hogge and Marina Hadley, the
co-owners of Monkdogz Urban Art, and
discerning their serious and principled inter-
est in his work. Their meeting is bound to
prove fortuitous for gallery goers as well,
judging from the veritable treasure trove of
previously unexhibited paintings that one
was privileged to preview in the studio.

Possessing the pared down elegance of a
mature style, presented on a scale reminis-
cent of Abstract Expressionism, Shibata’s

expansive canvases engulf the viewer in
sweeping rhythms that engage the body as
well as the mind. At once allusive and elu-
sive, their forms and colors combine a spon-
taneous sense of movement with precise and

static elements in a manner
that can be as breathtaking
as a rollercoaster coming to
a sudden stop. 

In most compositions, the
main elements are the afore-
mentioned spheres, some
with a much smaller circle
within, like the iris of an eye,
the heart of an olive, or one
of the finger-holes in a bowl-
ing ball; oblong shadows and
a continuously scrawled line
that often circles back several
times upon itself to form an
energetic spiral. In some
paintings, the precisely paint-
ed  spheres appear to slide
along the circumference
periphery of the hastily
scrawled spiral like a ballbear-
ing running along a track.
While there is more than a
suggestion of an orbiting
planet, the specific nature of
the sphere remains ambigu-
ous, just as the shadow that
it casts can just as easily
resemble a moon-crater or
more colorful cousin of a so-
called “black hole.”  

Along with the heroic scale of Shibata’s
major paintings, the sense that his forms
inhabit vast spaces is enhanced by his pen-
chant for perfectly square canvases. Belying
the old art school prejudice against such for-
mats as “monotonous,” their symmetry, like
that of a tondo, creates a sense of limitless-
ness, as in our conception of a universe. 

In a composition such as the exquisitely
beautiful “Cosmossion, 2004,” in particular,
this outer space effect is further enhanced by
the subtle tonal gradations in the liquescent-
ly saturated blue ground. Here, the out-
wardly radiating rhythms are further empha-
sized by the spontaneous linear swirls,
squeezed directly from the tube, with which
Yuichiro Shibata invariably completes his
canvases–– an irreversible process that has to
be as harrowing as it is exhilarating. 

If, as Marina Hadley’s insightful press
release for the exhibition suggests, “The spi-
rals signify the cycle of life; the spheres, what
life creates, and the shadows prove the valid-
ity and existence of life’s creations,” this
impetuous final flourish can be likened to
the poignant unpredictability that lends
both life and art its profound mystery. 

––Ed McCormack

Yuichiro Shibata: A Contemporary Master 
Comes Out of Hibernation

“Cosmossion,” 2004
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Post-black” art, the term used by cura-
tor Thelma Golden to characterize

the work of the 28 African-American
artists in the exhibition “Freestyle,” pre-
sented  at The Studio Museum in Harlem
in 2001, was a clever curatorial concept.
However, its assumption  that artists of
the African Diaspora can now transcend
issues of race was faulty; since an apolitical
stance is a luxury that only those not still
suffering from the lingering effects of his-
torical oppression can afford. Indeed, the
show provoked considerable controversy
among some leading black artists, particu-
larly David Hammons who said “racism is
real and many artists who have endured its
effects feel that the museum is promoting
a kind of art––trendy, postmodern, blandly
international––that has turned the institu-
tion into a ‘boutique’ or ‘country club.’”

John Monteiro, a black artist who had a
successful graphic arts career in advertising
before turning to fine art, reflects the real-
ity of which Hammons speaks when he
acknowledges “the negatives of bigotry
and racism which are endemic to the
country I call home.” Yet  Monteiro, who
also states that he has learned to counter-
act such negatives through daily medita-
tion, appears to have achieved a fine bal-
ance between social relevance and aesthet-
ics in his powerful exhibition, “The
Drawings,” at Pleiades Gallery, 530 West
25th Street, from February 19 through
March 15, with  receptions on Thursday
February 21, from 5 to 8 PM and
Saturday February 23 from 5 to 8 PM. 

Although Monteiro is also an accom-
plished watercolorist, as some works in the
present exhibition reveal, his overall pref-
erence for pen and ink or scratchboard
could  seem symbolic of the stark black
and white contrasts of race relations in
America. However, his technical mastery
of these mediums belies simplistic inter-
pretation, and he more than justifies his
choices in purely visual terms with works
that combine an intricacy and precision
reminiscent of the  metaphysical etchings
of M.C. Escher with a romantic sense of
landscape fully as fantastic as that of the
17th century British visionary Samuel
Palmer. 

Even more variously than Kara Walker,
who has single-handedly rescued the art of
the silhouette from the clutches of kitsch,
Monteiro employs black and white to
forge a highly original contemporary style
that revives several visual traditions simul-
taneously by virtue of a singular creative
vision. This is especially apparent in the

work in scratchboard entitled, “So You
Thought the Worse was Over; You
Haven’t Seen Anything Yet.” 

Scratchboard is generally an intimate
medium, often employed by illustrators to
render white-on-black effects similar to
those in wood engravings or linoleum
cuts. Here and in other works in the exhi-
bition, however, Monteiro expands the
medium to forty-two by sixty inches, pro-
portions that come across even more strik-
ingly in a  graphic medium than in a paint-
ing. But it is not the size alone that gives
this composition its impact. Rather, its
power owes even more to the artist’s abili-
ty to meld landscape and figurative
imagery with a peculiar urgency. 

As in many of Monteiro’s ink and
scratchboard drawings, one is initially cap-
tured and enraptured by his sensual delin-
eation of plant-life. A veritable jungle of
dense foliage and boldly flowing fronds
draws the eye into the composition, which
appears to writhe rhythmically, gradually
revealing details as ominous as those
“bodies hanging from the poplar trees” in
Billy Holiday’s haunting jazz ballad
“Strange Fruit.” For on closer perusal,
one begins to notice not only serpentine
shapes twisted around the tree limbs but
faces, fragmented facial features, and full-
length figures woven into the sinuous lin-
ear network. 

Some of the full-length figures, stylized
in a manner akin to those in Jacob
Lawrence’s “Migration” series or Aaron
Douglas’s Afrocentric Art Nouveau  illus-
trations for James Weldon Johnson’s clas-
sic volume of verse “God’s Trombones,”
occupy the center of the composition with
limbs akimbo, as though being sucked
into a starry vortex below, where heaven
and earth seem to have exchanged places.

Meanwhile, tornado-like forms furl verti-
cally from furrowed black clouds to heav-
ing terra firma, and white interlocking
white figures dance in the distance like
windblown paper dolls or sheet-shrouded
Klansmen drunkenly celebrating a racial
Apocalypse. 

That John Monteiro can achieve similar
emotional impact sans direct references to
the human figure can be seen in another
large work in scratchboard entitled
“Shattered,” where fragments of land-
scape, dramatic cloud formations, and
soaring birds appear within jagged shards,
as though reflected in a smashed mir-
ror––or perhaps the windshield of a
minority motorist far from home. And
that this versatile artist can also employ a
lighter touch to evoke less ominous nature
views, reminiscent of the aforementioned
Samuel Palmer’s pastoral fantasies, is made
clear in his bucolic pen and ink and ink
drawings, some composed with cursive
flourishes as ornate as those of Aubrey
Beardsley and delicately tinted with ver-
dant washes of watercolor. 

Also outstanding is “Portrait,” another
very large scratchboard composition focus-
ing in closeup on an angry black man’s
face, which demonstrates this artist’s abili-
ty to make a single figure as memorable as
his more intricate compositions. As hand-
some and heroic as Paul Robeson in the
role of Othello––perhaps at the moment
the Moor realizes that he has loved “not
wisely but too well”––this compelling
image, reflecting the wages of many
decades of injustice, reveals John Monteiro
to be as adept as Charles White, another
master of monotones, at imbuing the faces
of his people with monumental dignity. 

––Ed McCormack 

John Monteiro:
Complexity and
Monumentality 

in Black and White

“So You Thought the Worst was Over; You Haven’t Seen Anything Yet.” 

“
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by Ed McCormack

In the early seventies, an especially dis-
solute time for me, I ran the gamut of art

world decadence, often bouncing in a single
day between Andy Warhol’s Factory and
A&P heir Huntington Hartford’s penthouse
at One Beekman Place, which a coven of
wicked young hippie witches worthy of
Charlie Manson had turned into a 24-hour
party place and crash pad.

Frequently in the evening, before the sly
attending nymphs brought him his nightcap
––a glass of warmed milk and a Quaalude––
prior to tucking the harmless old letch in so
the real festivities could begin, Hunt would
give the assembled company a graphology
demonstration (after analyzing my hand-
writing he decided I should study acting at
an academy in London and offered to pay
my airfare and tuition). Or else he’d hold
forth in that nasal rich guy drone of his on
his other obsession: the evils of abstract art.
Hunt could belabor this subject with a
Victorian vehemence that made the name
Gallery of Modern Art, for the retrograde
museum he had founded on Columbus
Circle, seem oxymoronic––even though, to
be fair, it housed more than one genuine
modern masterpiece by Salvador Dali from
his own collection. 

Since he was also given to airing his
Philistine opinions in print––most notably in
a universally scorned book-length screed
entitled Art or Anarchy?–– I have often
thought how fortunate it is that Hunt faded
into senility before he had a chance to dis-
cover Frederick Hart, who he almost certain-
ly would have extolled for all the wrong rea-
sons, adding to the confusion that already
surrounds this major contemporary sculptor. 

In fact, previewing “Frederick Hart
(1943-1999): A Spring Awakening,” the
splendid new exhibition on view through
the month of March at CFM Gallery, 112
Greene Street, reinforced my long-held
belief that Hart is one of our most misun-
derstood masters. I was reminded of the
opening reception of Hart’s first posthu-
mous exhibition in the same venue in 2000,
where a lugubrious older gentleman who
had been introduced to me as a “distin-
guished art critic,” but whose name I failed
to catch, asked, “Don’t you think Hart’s
kind of work is the wave of the future?” 

To my amusement, I had been intro-
duced to him just as fulsomely. So despite all
appearances to the contrary ––he being
augustly gray-suited and I decked out in
what must have struck him as pauper’s den-
ims–– he probably assumed that we
belonged to the same distinguished club
and expected me to agree unequivocally.  

“Not really,” I replied. “Today’s art scene
is too pluralistic for one style or tendency to
dominate, and I think its contentious cli-
mate is healthy for art overall. Besides, I
don’t think you can clone an artist like
Hart. But I do think it’s only a matter of
time before everyone realizes what a truly
radical talent he was.”

I remember how the man frowned, even
appeared to wince a little, at my use of the
word “radical” in relation to Hart. And it
occurs to me now that while I have been
hammering away at how original Hart is for
over a decade–– even going so far as to title
one review “The Moral Sensualist as Radical
Voluptuary” in order to make that
point––there are still those who miscast him
as a traditional, even conservative, artist.

The major museum surveys and critical
acclaim that should surely be his have also
been forestalled, I think, by the snobbish
notion that  it’s somehow unseemly for a
serious artist to be marketed as successfully
as Hart has been to the hoi polloi––which is
to say, anyone outside an elite network of
well connected high-end collectors. Then
there’s what I’ve come to think of as The
Fogy Factor. By this I mean that some of
Hart’s more ardent supporters tend to
adopt the sanctimonious moral tone of
Republican politicians, as when James F.
Cooper, one of the essayists included in the
handsome 1994 coffee table tome Frederick
Hart, Sculptor, writes of Hart’s Creation
stone carvings over the main entrance to
Washington National Cathedral, in
Washington D.C., “it is appropriate that this

great work adorns the facade of the struc-
ture chartered by Congress for the express
purpose of promoting national education,
character, and spiritual values.”

Since only the phrase “family values”
seems missing, Cooper’s description would
suggest the most conservative public monu-
ment. But how conservative is it to embla-
zon the towering tympanum of one of the
nation’s most prominent houses of worship
with a carved stone relief of nude figures so
sensual that the producer of  an Al Pacino
movie would be moved to take vulgar filmic
liberties with them, prompting lawsuits by
both the sculptor and the church? 

Barely out of his twenties when he won
the international commission to decorate
the cathedral Hart’s sculptures are arguably
as audacious in context, especially for that
time, as anything by John Currin or any
other so-called “bad boy Art Star” of today.
Not that Hart intended blasphemy; quite
the contrary, while working on “Creation,”
he reportedly experienced a religious
epiphany, converted to Catholicism, and
ended up marrying his beautiful model and
making her his lifelong Muse. All this in the
process of creating perhaps the most striking
monument to the sacred nature of secular
love in a Judeo-Christian context since
“Song of Songs.”

In contrast to Cooper’s take on the work,
I wrote in a previous issue of this publica-
tion that “Ex Nihilo,” Hart’s relief for the
cathedral’s tympanum, two stories high and
twenty-one feet wide, was an “expression of
youthful passion as brash as a heart carved

SPECIAL FEATURE:

Reclaiming Frederick Hart from the Philistines 

“Ex Nihilo Maquette”
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into a vast old elm” and that it would stand
for “centuries after much that is now
thought radical in contemporary art is a
quaint historical footnote––or has simply
perished from poor workmanship!”    

*      *       *       
Although I still don’t see an army of  Hart

clones on the horizon, his influence manifests
indirectly in all manner of strange ways. One
blatant example, in style if not in substance, is
an insipid, and ineptly imitative nude figure
of the actress Farrah Fawcett, cast in polyvinyl
by the highly-hyped conceptualist Keith
Edmier and foolishly praised  by Holland
Cotter of The New York Times as “an aptly
contradictory symbol of an art that approach-
es the past as both a wishful ideal and as a
time-haunted, mortality-ridden fiction.” 

Such critical double talk is the safety net
on which lesser talents count when they
aspire to a finesse beyond their reach and,
failing, retreat behind deliberate kitsch in
the vein of Jeff Koons’ crudely campy life-
size porcelain figures of Michael Jackson.
Perhaps Frederick Hart’s least forgivable
offense, in the eyes of the art world, was his
refusal to stoop to a fashionable irony. But it
is doubtful that such a cop-out would ever
have occurred to him, having an abundance
of honest passion at his disposal and the
means  to make it manifest in significant
form readily at hand.

While those means included bronze and
cast marble, into which his manual dexterity
with clay and plaster translated with unerr-
ing ease, some of Hart’s most transcendent
work is in the medium he pioneered, strug-
gled with, and finally mastered after more
than a decade of trial and error: clear acrylic
resin. Mainly an industrial material,
although occasionally used by abstract sculp-
tors to cast rigid, geometric forms, it was
hardly a medium one would expect an
adamantly figurative artist with a reverence
for the Old Masters to gravitate toward.
However, Hart was already experimenting
with clear acrylic resin as he completed the
Creation  sculptures. 

Inspired by how the figures emerged from
and receded into the shadowed waves of
stone on the face of the cathedral, he now
sought a more ethereal means of making
forms appear to emanate from light itself. In
succeeding, Hart surpassed the nineteenth
century neoclassicist Hiram Powers’ concep-
tion of a statue in pure white marble as “a
sentiment clothed in a spiritual body,” and
embodied even more dynamically the earlier
artist’s notion that a “woman has twofold
beauty, one natural, being the beauty of her
face and body, and the other spiritual, being
the beauty of her love and manners.”

Both the gracefully floating nude in

“Sacred Mysteries: Acts of Light,” and her
male counterpart, one of the featured cast
acrylic pieces in the present exhibition, are
seminal in this regard, eventually leading to
the groundbreaking “embedment” process
for which Hart would be granted a patent
in 1982. Its perfection is seen in other cast
acrylic works in the show such as “Born of
Light,” “Divine Milieu” and
“Appassionata,” where some nude figures
and faces emerge from the outer surface of
the crystalline material, while others float
like ethereal phantoms within it. Through
this revolutionary process, Hart has been
able to add a radiant new dimension to the
synthesis of the sensual and the spiritual that
began with the Creation sculptures. 

Hart’s crowning accomplishment in the
new medium, featured in previous exhibi-
tions at CFM Gallery, is “Cross of the
Millennium.” This magnificent crucifixion,
simultaneously, representing the birth, death
and resurrection of Christ–– suspended
serenely within the cross, rather than nailed
to it, writhing in agony–– was hailed by
Pope John Paul II as “a profound theologi-
cal statement for our day.” 

While such papal endorsement had to
please an artist who had always identified
with the Renaissance masters, it could only
further stigmatize Hart in the eyes of the
chic art world, where the church now only
evoked the demented screaming popes of
Francis Bacon and recent headlines about
child molesting priests, rather  than
Renaissance art patronage.

Undaunted, Hart continued to aspire to
Renaissance aesthetic ideals in works such as
the lifesize bronze “Daughters of Odessa,” a
graceful swirl of gowned girls (later recast in
acrylic as “Songs of Grace Ensemble”). But
even in this elegy for the four young daugh-

ters of Czar Nicholas ll, who were executed
by the Bolsheviks in 1918, the modesty of
the doomed young woman is not preserved
by the chaste concealing folds of classical
drapery. Instead, they are for all intents and
purposes naked, their nubile breasts and bel-
lies highlighted by a silvery patina that Hart
has subtly varied from the rest of the piece
to suggest the sheerest of negligee fabrics.

Through this dishabille, the impending
deaths are made all the more poignant; their
youth aborted in its first virginal flowering,
the Czar’s lovely daughters will never know
sensual fulfillment. This, however, will win
them no sympathy from, nor will it endear the
sculptor to, those who see nothing politically
incorrect about offing an opponent’s innocent
offspring in the name of Revolution.

If politics in general is a sore spot in rela-
tion to Hart, thanks in part to the
unabashed right wing bias of his friend and
champion, Tom Wolfe, it should be noted in
all fairness that it was Wolfe who informed us
in Frederick Hart, Sculptor  that Hart was
expelled from the University of South
Carolina for being “the only white student
to join 250 black students in a 1961 civil
rights demonstration and spent four days in
jail for breach of the peace.” How conserva-
tive is that? In fact, that Hart had to flee to
Washington D.C. when he learned that the
Klux Klux Klan wanted a word with him,
led, however indirectly, to his becoming an
apprentice stone carver at the Washington
National Cathedral and eventually winning
the commission that launched his career. 

Yet it’s difficult to reconcile my mental
image of that fugitive boy with the full page
photographic portrait of the artist in middle
age in the copy of the book that arrived in
the mail in 1997, shortly after I wrote my
first piece on him, inscribed: “For Ed
McCormack, with sincere gratitude and very
warmest and best wishes––Frederick Hart.”  

Sporting an impeccably groomed full
beard like the one worn by Monty Woolley
in “The Man Who Came to Dinner,” a
beautifully tailored plaid sport jacket with a
white pocket handkerchief, and a white
oxford shirt set off by a deep maroon eques-
trian-patterned silk tie, the somewhat portly
fellow in the picture seems every inch a
Southern gentleman of the old school. In
fact, he looks like the kind of man I might
have met in my youth at a horse show on
my wife’s family farm in Fauquier County,
Virginia–-the same county where Hart built
a palatial white-columned mansion on a
sprawling estate called Chesley, where his
wife Lindy and their two sons still reside.

For all their well-bred manners–– or per-
haps because of them–– such men invariably
made me feel like a greasy Yankee smudge

“Daughters of Odessa”
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on the perfect picturebook landscape––
which, come to think of it, I may well have
resembled when I came a’courtin in 1961
with my Tony Curtis pompadour, shiny
mohair suit, and pointy city boy shoes. But
Hart and I, though worlds apart in lifestyle
(and probably politics), we were contempo-
raries and I regret that we never met face to
face. 

I did, however, meet his widow, Lindy,
still a formidable beauty, at the same
posthumous reception where I met the “dis-
tinguished critic,” and was pleased that she
felt I had done her late husband’s work jus-
tice. And since those who are unduly mod-
est often have much to be modest about,
there’s no point in being coy and pretend-
ing that I don’t agree with her. 

In fact, while Tom Wolfe’s frenetic prose
style inspired me greatly as a neophyte New
Journalist churning out “Oh, man, Rome is
burning–– what a gas” feature articles for
Rolling Stone, I think his take on Hart did
the artist more harm than good. Persona
non gratis among “art worldlings” (his
admittedly delicious term) since his spurious
1975 attack on Abstract Expressionism
The Painted Word, Wolfe had used a New
York magazine article on Hart to settle old
scores in a manner that could only encour-
age his antagonists to tar the sculptor with
the same brush. 

In general, I think it is not only a ludicrous
notion but a stupid strategic mistake to pres-
ent Hart as some sort of Old Testament
avenger who is going to turn back the tides
of art history and usher in a New Renaissance
of Exclusively Figurative Art (as if anyone but
the worst kind of aesthetic reactionary would
actually consider that a desirable thing!).
Rather than positioning him in opposition to
the art world as it now exists, as some of his
admirers have done, those who truly want
justice for Hart should lobby to get him the
recognition he deserves, as an immensely gift-
ed maverick whose challenge to the status
quo makes him something of an avant
gardeist in his own right. 

Obviously, Neil Zukerman, the owner of
CFM Gallery, who has fought for years to
get Hart’s work recognized in New York
City, avant garde capital of the world, has
always known this. A vigorous and outspo-
ken champion of contemporary figurative
art in the tradition of Surrealism and
Symbolism ––yet with a soft spot for the
abstract action painting of Georges
Mathieu–– Zukerman has built up his own
kind of credibility as a gallerist and collector
for over two decades, making CFM Gallery
an anomalous but respected presence in
trendy Soho. 

Through scrupulous authentication, he
has almost single-handedly rehabilitated the
reputation of Salvador Dali (on whom he 

recently gave an impromptu talk to the
Cardinals at the Vatican, when works from
his collection were shown at a black tie
reception there). He also resurrected the
important but neglected Surrealist, Leonor
Fini, and has guided the American career of
the uniquely gifted contemporary French
painter Anne Bachelier.  

With a succession of brilliantly curated
exhibitions, Zukerman demonstrated that,
presented in the proper context, Frederick
Hart could attract sophisticated New York
art collectors. I watched this happen and
applauded it in print, having believed from
the beginning that, for all his populist suc-
cess, Hart was too original and important an
artist to be overlooked by the official art
world and relegated to outsider status as
some sort of Michelangelo of the strip malls. 

So in my reviews I stressed the erotic com-
ponent in Hart’s  work, which was at least as
compelling as its spiritual aspects but had
been coyly downplayed in a way that remind-
ed me of the Victorian era, when prurience
had to be hypocritically cloaked in the trap-
pings of innocence, ala “September Morn.”
Let the bluenoses of political correctness
decry the dastardly Male Gaze; let the
bluenoses of conservative sanctimony scurry
back under their rocks now that their sly little
secret was out; let more moderate but no less
deluded voices try to drape Hart’s nudes in
classical allusions; somebody had to say what
was staring us all in the face: Frederick Hart’s
sculptures are incredibly sexy in a very partic-
ular, very contemporary way. 

Well,  it really didn’t surprise me when a
representative for the people who handle
Hart’s estate finally approached me with an
offer to write a book that would be, in her
words, even “bigger and better” than
Frederick Hart, Sculptor.  

“Instead of being a collection of essays by
different people, like the last one, we want
to this book to have a continuous, in-depth
text by one writer who really has a fresh new
perspective on Rick’s work,” she told me,
using the name by which Hart’s intimates
refer to him. “And we all agree that that
writer should be you. We just love what
you’ve written about Rick and hope you’ll
agree to do it.” 

As always when anyone offers me work
that might cut into my daydreaming time,
those pleasant interludes of staring idly into
space that I like to imagine recharge one’s
creative battery, I said I would have to think
about it and stalled for awhile. She persisted
over the next few months, calling periodical-
ly and never getting a definite answer; either
my wife and I were on deadline, getting our
magazine out, or I was too preoccupied
with some other project and would have to
get back to her.

Finally, feeling that it wouldn’t be fair to
jerk the poor woman around any longer, I
told her the next time she called that I had
thought it through (even though I really
hadn’t) and decided to pass, since I didn’t
think I could top what I had already written
about Hart and hated to either repeat
myself or compete with myself. 

Considering the matter settled, I relaxed
back into my normal torpor with the sense of
relief I invariably feel when I make almost any
negative decision. But, as is also my wont,
after thinking I had made a decision, I had
the second thoughts that are often the first
real thoughts that I have about something,
and found myself wondering if I hadn’t been
a little hasty and didn’t owe it to Hart to see
that the Philistines who admired his work for
the wrong reasons didn’t get the last word in
the high courts of art history. 

So, after pondering the matter off and on
for another couple of weeks, I phoned to
see if I couldn’t reactivate the vacillation
process––only to learn that the project had
been already been assigned to someone
about whom Google later informed me
“Michael Novak (born September 9, 1933)
is an American Catholic philosopher and
diplomat. The author of almost 25 books
on the philosophy and theology of culture,
Novak is most widely known for his book
The Spirit of Democratic Capitalism (1982).
In 1994, he was awarded The Templeton
Prize for Progress in Religion, which includ-
ed a million-dollar purse awarded at
Buckingham Palace.... On December 12th,
2007, he declared his support for the presi-
dential candidacy of Mitt Romney.”

Is it sour grapes to wonder if a 180-
degree turn can really lead to the same
place? In any case, one could now rest
assured that Frederick Hart’s legacy would
be properly polished for posterity.     

*      *      *

“Divine Milieu”
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Min Sin Kim: Filtering Human Mystery 
Through Light and Shadow

Subtlety is something to be
prized, since one encoun-

ters it so infrequently in con-
temporary art. The painter
Min Sin Kim, whose splendid
solo exhibition was seen
recently at World Fine Art,
Inc., 511 West 25th Street, in
Chelsea, is a case in point. 

Kim is a realist, but of a
rare type, deeply concerned
with nuances of light and
darkness–-especially darkness.
She tends to favor shadows
and silhouettes, since, as she
puts it in a recent artist state-
ment, they “obscure the
descriptive elements of the
objects I paint, leaving the
delicacy and intimacy of form.
This, in turn, inspires feelings
and imagination as one
explores the mysteries of life
and an eternity beyond physi-
cal space and time.”

Perhaps one of Kim’s most
telling paintings in this regard
is the large oil on canvas
which was the centerpiece of
her solo show. Entitled
“Room 502,”  it depicts a young Asian
woman, perhaps a surrogate for the artist
herself, sitting in what appears to be  a
museum gallery, surrounded by life-size
classical sculptures, the spaces between them
made manifest by Kim’s masterly handling
of the softly gleaming floor. 

Like the marble figures in the fore-
ground, the young woman is backlit by the
large window immediately behind her, and
her prim dress and posture, with her hands
resting in her lap, presents a contrast to the
nudity and histrionic poses of the statues,
some of which are missing limbs. That the
dim light makes the marble figures appear
almost as real as the woman contemplating
them lends the picture a slightly eerie quali-
ty, as though they may be living amputees,
rather than classical statues eroded by time. 

At the same time, the semi-darkness also
lends an aura of sensuality to the scene as
well. It may be less obvious and more low-
key than, say, in a painting by Balthus, and
possibly even unintended; but it is present
for the viewer nonetheless, giving the
gallery an atmosphere one might normally
associate with a bedroom at dawn, the som-
nambulant hour when naked bodies can
resemble phantoms. 

In other words, there is much to think
about here besides “the delicacy and intima-
cy of form,” but by making light and shad-
ow foremost among her concerns Kim cre-
ates the conditions for reflecting on much
more than what immediately meets the eye.

And Kim is obviously aware of this when
she adds at the conclusion of her artist state-
ment that she hopes her work will inspire
“feelings and imagination as one explores
the mysteries of life and an eternity beyond
physical space and time.”

Employing a palette of primarily sub-
dued, earthy hues, Kim imbues even her
still life subjects on much smaller canvases,
such as “Orchid” and “Moon,” with quali-
ties of the ethereal and even the numinous.
The later painting is especially mysterious, in
that it refers not to an actual lunar orb, but
to a single egg, placed on a blue cloth on a
pale brown surface. Without any attempt,
other than the title, to force a symbolic
effect, the manner in which the edge of the
cloth is folded makes a striking material
metaphor for a nocturnal surf curling up on
a beach under a full moon. 

Although another, somewhat larger still
life by Kim is called “Windows,” its focal
point is an empty chair centered on the can-
vas between two widows that are halved by
the outer edges of the composition. It is a
simple wooden chair with a seat-cushion
and a high, straight back, and in concert
with the other elements in the composi-
tion––the verticals of the abruptly cropped
windows and the horizontal line of the
floor–– it makes for a perfectly symmetrical
geometric composition which one can
appreciate for its clean formal austerity. Yet
Min Sin Kim’s mastery of chiaroscuro again
imparts to a composition that might

amount to nothing more than a
clever example of “abstract real-
ism” in the hands of a lesser
painter a resonance that hints at
absence. In the somber light fil-
tering in from the two win-
dows, the chair looms mono-
lithically, taking on the psycho-
logical weight of a funeral urn.    

While Kim has the ability to
invest even inanimate objects
with a quiet emotional power,
the presence of the  human fig-
ure in her paintings invariably
enhances their narrative sugges-
tiveness. In “Lily,” a medium-
size canvas, a young Asian
woman stands before two of the
hazily illuminated windows with
which the artist frequently back-
lights her figures. One of her
hands is raised to her chest in a
manner that simultaneously
suggests the almost dreamy,
involuntary gesture of a person
lost in a reverie and its very
opposite: a deliberately operatic
expression of “heartfeltness.”
Her other hand rests on a small
table, on which two lilies rise on

their long stems from a cylindrical glass
vase. The young woman wears what appears
to be a black dance leotard with shoulder
straps, and her slender gracefulness rhymes
visually with the white flowers in a way that
makes for a strikingly harmonious effect. At
the same time, her enigmatic, almost histri-
onic hand-to-heart pose, as she turns her
head to one side as though about to address
an audience other than the viewer, just
beyond the edge of the canvas hints at
something much more complex than an art-
ful arrangement of elements in a composi-
tion:  how we sometimes inhabit our lives
like characters in a play and cultivate our
emotions self-consciously, even while we
experience them as “reality.”

It would seem that  Min Sin Kim’s pen-
chant for backlighting her figures and par-
tially obscuring their features in shadow
serves the duel purpose of softening her
forms to achieve a pleasing pictorial unity
and cloaking the motives of her models in a
gray area of ambiguity that is closer to the
actual existential uncertainty of the human
condition than anything that one normally
sees in conventional portraiture. 

What she gives us, finally, is the ineffable
mystery of human personality filtered
through the mellow lens of an exquisitely
forgiving aesthetic sensibility. 

––Ed McCormack

“Room 502”  48" x 48"  Oil on Canvas  2005
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Imminent doom has a wonderful way of enhancing
romantic epiphanies, especially when you’re young and

feel immortal anyway. Jeannie and I had only been mar-
ried a year when the Cuban Missile Crisis came along and
it appeared that the world might soon end with the
proverbial bang. So we behaved as though it were an
absolute certainty and both took off from work––forev-
er––intending to spend every remaining minute together,
wandering the city and doing whatever we wanted until
the missiles rained down. 

Everywhere we went, everybody was anxious, crowd-
ing around newsstands, gawking at headlines, listening to
transistor radios, staring grimly at television screens set up
in store windows. The entire city took on an eerie atmos-
phere, as a nuclear war with the Soviet Union began to
seem more and more probable. Reasoning that since the
Chinese had so many centuries of drastic history behind
them, they were unlikely to be as hysterical as everybody
else in the city, I suggested that we head for Chinatown,
which was  a much smaller, more insular place in the early
‘60s than it is today. I calculated correctly that the lan-
guage barrier might also help to muffle the anxiety, and
we spent a couple of relatively serene hours in a seafood
bar on Mott Street called The Limehouse, where I intro-
duced my bride to the the exquisite sensual pleasure of
washing down raw clams with cold beer. 

I wanted to give Jeannie, who grew up in the Virginia
horse country and had never so much as tasted a bagel or
a slice of pizza before we eloped over her summer vaca-
tion from Fairfax Hall, her culturally deprived Southern
belle boarding school, at least an abbreviated glimpse of
some of the little pleasures and favorite places that I had
hoped to share with her over our life together. 

So next we headed over to the Village, to the Cedar
Tavern, legendary haunt of my early Abstract
Expressionist heroes. We were sitting at a table near the
front door when a middleaged guy with a shock of salt
and pepper hair shooting straight up like porcupine quills
and a crooked, kindly grin turned around on his bar stool
and said, “I’d like to buy you two lovebirds a drink.”

Since it was the Cedar and his dialogue had that slight-
ly dated Bogart irony some of those old New York
School guys affected, I took him for a painter–– perhaps a
lesser known peer of Pollock and de Kooning, waxing
sentimental on a bender. Then he stuck out his hand and
introduced himself, and suddenly I was star-struck.

In the preface to Ruminations, a paperback collection
of his drawings that I had fished out of a discount bin at
the Strand bookstore some years earlier, Whitney Balliett
wrote, “William Steig describes himself in Who’s Who as
an ‘artist,’ and that seems right. He still behaves like a
cartoonist––that is, every Friday he mails several drawings
from his home in Connecticut to The New Yorker. But
Steig has long since crossed the mysterious line that sepa-
rates cartoonists from artists.”

No such distinction was necessary; for me, growing up
in the tabloid culture of the Lower East Side, all art
began with the cartoon. I had been an admirer of
William Steig’s drawings ever since I was a little kid and
would accompany my mother uptown to Fifth Avenue,
where I  saw my first copies of The New Yorker in her
doctor’s waiting room. 

Dr. Basile was a suave little Frenchman who liked to

pat his
female
patients on
the back-
side in an
affection-
ate sort of
way. If the
good doc-
tor, who
was several years older than my mother, were still alive
and practicing today, no doubt he’d be up to his stetho-
scope in sexual harassment suits. And if anyone other
than my father had taken such liberties with my mother,
she most certainly would have settled it the Lower East
Side way: with a good smack in the mouth. 

But as far as Mama was concerned, Dr. Basile could do
no wrong, ever since she grabbed his arm while he was
passing through the maternity ward in Saint Clare’s
Hospital shortly after my younger sister Maureen was
born. Having been informed  by the attending physician
that her childhood bout with rheumatic fever had devel-
oped into a life-threatening heart condition and
microvalve surgery was her only hope, she clung to Dr.
Basile’s white coat, begging for a second opinion. The lit-
tle Frenchman attempted to disengage himself, telling her
he was a gynecologist and therefore not qualified to diag-
nose heart ailments. But she clung to his sleeve, tearfully
imploring him to at least take a look at her chart. And
when it became clear that she would not release him to
finish making his rounds unless he did, he relented, tak-
ing the chart from the foot of her hospital bed and rais-
ing his eyebrows significantly as he studied it at length. 

Finally, he leaned close to her and whispered, “You
must not repeat to anyone what I am about to say,
because if they knew I told you this, they could take away
my license. Do you understand this, dear? Very well, now
listen to me: You must not sign for this surgery. It is very
risky and you are in no condition to survive it. After you
are released from the hospital, I want you to come to my
office and I will take care of you as best I can.” 

From that moment on, he was her Maurice Chevalier
of the bedside manner, treating her for many years for a
fraction of what he charged his more affluent patients,
and affording me the opportunity to devour those back
issues of The New Yorker stacked on the end-tables in his
waiting room. I always had the feeling that my mother
was a little bit in love with “that little frog,” as my father
often referred to him with more affection than malice,
even though Mama used to joke that Dr. Basile looked
like Mr. Peanut and was such a shrimp that she could
“eat spaghetti off his head.”

On one occasion, after my mother had one of her
attacks, Dr. Basile even made a house call, traveling down
to the Lower East Side, a neighborhood whose squalor
appalled him, and climbing the five flights to our tene-
ment apartment on Henry Street, doing so during a dock
strike, when he had no chance of being paid. Like my
father, my uncle Georgie, who lived with my aunt
Dolores in an apartment downstairs, was a striking long-
shoreman. They were both at the kitchen table drinking
beer, and my uncle had porkchops frying  in a pan on the
stove. It was a railroad flat, the rooms running in a row

William Steig, c. 1930s. Collection of Jeanne Steig

William Steig (1907-2003) 
at The Jewish Museum: 
Turning Pop Inside Out  

by Ed McCormack
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like panels in a comicstrip, the kitchen lead-
ing right into the livingroom, where Dr.
Basile was examining my mother as she lay
on the sofa. My uncle Georgie kept inter-
rupting him, pulling the meat out of the
pot, waving it around like a flag, saying,
“Are you sure you don’t want one of these
chops, doc?” 

At one point, just  as the doctor glanced
up, annoyed, to insist once again that he did
not, my uncle dropped one of the chops on
the floor, picked it up, and put it right back
in the pan. Dr. Basile leaned down and
whispered to my mother, “You will never
recover, dear, if you don’t get away from
this madhouse!”

It was the kind of situation that William
Steig savored in his drawings. He seemed to
love incongruous relationships and mis-
matched couples, bringing them to life in a
nervously elegant line that could also
ensnare more compatible romantic pairings
in intricate curlicues of interconnectedness,
signifying “codependency” several decades
before that tired term became a psychobab-
ble catchword. 

It could be that he regarded Jeannie and
me, bemusedly, like the haplessly tethered
pair of innocents in “Newlyweds,” one of
the drawings in Ruminations,  when he first
spied us through the mirror behind the bar
at the Cedar Tavern. 

Past the initial introductions, I don’t
recall much of what we talked about––cer-
tainly nothing so depressing as the news of
the day! All I know is that William Steig was
memorably gracious to two scared kids he
saw scribbled together in an almost empty
late afternoon bar, clinging to each other for
dear life, and decided to favor with a
Doomsday drink. 

*      *      *
The urban provincial is a vanishing breed.

I know because, sitting here in our rent-sta-
bilized fifth floor walkup in the shadow of
the wrecking ball as shiny condo towers rise
all around, I still belong to this indigenous

species, which no artist has depicted more
sympathetically than the one celebrated in
the retrospective exhibition “From The New
Yorker to Shrek: The Art of William Steig,”
on view at The Jewish Museum, 1109 Fifth
Avenue, through March 16, 2008. 

Born in Brooklyn in 1907 to Joseph
Steig, a house painter, and his wife Laura, a
seamstress, both Jewish immigrants from
Poland, William Steig grew up in the Bronx.
He and his three brothers were street kids.
Like the urban urchins in knickers and
newsboy caps in his early cartoon series,
“Small Fry,” they played stickball and
ringolevio, hung out on stoops, and roamed
the imaginary wilds of Claremont Park like
warriors and explorers. (The extent to which
many of Steig’s cartoons were autobio-
graphical is made especially clear in the exhi-
bition by comparing a faded snapshot of the
future artist with his ragtag crew of Bronx
homeboys, circa. 1915, and a 1983 drawing
captioned “That Old Gang of Mine.” )

When he wasn’t hanging out on the
street, young William was already drawing
constantly, as he would all his life. Like
many workingclass Jewish refugees from
Europe, Joseph and Laura Steig had strong
cultural interests. When they weren’t busy
earning a living they both tried their hand at
painting and encouraged creativity in their
children. They were also Socialists who
instilled in their kids a sympathy for the
ordinary working person that was to inform
William Steig’s entire artistic career, starting
with his first published drawings for his high
school newspaper. 

William attended CCNY, the then free
college where so many offspring of poor
immigrants who were later to make good
received an education, and studied art for
three years at the National Academy of
Design. Then the Great Depression hit and
when his parents found themselves without
work, Joseph told him, “Now it’s up to
you.”

“I flew out of the nest with my parents
on my back,” the artist would quip many
years later, recalling how he became the sole
support of his family at the age of twenty-
three. But native talent and good fortune

made the burden lighter than it might have
been. In 1930, after serving a mercifully
brief apprenticeship in what he called “the
five dollar humor magazines,” he sold his
first cartoon to The New Yorker, which
would publish 1,600 of his drawings and
120 of his full-color covers over the next
seventy-three years, the longest tenure of
any contributor in the magazine’s history.

From the beginning,Steig brought to
that elegant publication a rude vigor that
was quite radical in context. His street-smart
kids, stoop-sitters, lamppost-leaners, and
other low-rent residents of coldwater flats
who dined at the kitchen table in their
underwear were a far cry from the tuxedoed
and begowned Park Avenue swells of Peter
Arno, Rea Irvin, and Whitney Darrow Jr.,
the upper middleclass club ladies of Helen
E. Hokinson, or the milksop suburbanites
of James Thurber and Gluyas Williams. 

Steig elbowed his way into those glossy

pages like the scruffy truant that he drew in
a one-shot 1935 cartoon collaboration with
Hokinson, standing defiantly behind a class
of well-behaved schoolchildren touring a
museum, as their snooty guide in her pill-
box hat says, “Pardon me, young man, are
you a member of this Study Group?” 

One classic Steig cartoon depicts a hefty
crone of the slums sitting on a stoop in her
flowered housedress beside overflowing
garbage cans, saying to her smiling neigh-
bor, “A good day for falling in love!”
Another shows a messy bedroom where a
woman sleeps with her mouth open under
wash hanging on an indoor clothesline,
while her Walrus-like husband stands before

William Steig, That Old Gang of Mine (Circa 1915),
c.1983, pen and ink and watercolor on paper.
Collection of the William Steig Estate. ©William
Steig.  Photograph by Richard Goodbody.

William Steig, Wiseguy, from “Small Fry: Snow”
series, published in Dreams of Glory and Other
Drawings (1953), pen and ink and wash on paper.
Collection of Maggie Steig. ©1953 William Steig,
renewed 1981. Photograph by Richard Goodbody.

William Steig, final cover illustration for The New
Yorker [Dog sleeping on porch with American flag],
July 6, 1968, pen and ink and watercolor on paper.
Collection of the William Steig Estate. ©1968 William
Steig, renewed 1996. Photograph by Richard Goodbody.
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the window in his baggy undershorts, exult-
ing, “What a beautiful morning!” 

Not only did Steig reinvigorate a publica-
tion growing moribund in its waspish
assumptions with the boisterous survival-
humor and exuberant chutzpah of the prole
neighborhoods; unlike its other cartoonists,
whose punchlines were fed to them by the
magazine’s writers and editors, he revolu-
tionized it  by coming up with his own cap-
tions. Thus this raw upstart from the Bronx
can be said to have refined the sophisticated
American institution known as The New
Yorker Cartoon. 

Although he would continue to publish
gag cartoons by popular demand, Steig was
already wearying of the genre’s conventions
by 1939, when a collection of pieces which
had been deemed too avant garde for The
New Yorker, were published in About
People: A Book of Symbolic Drawings.
Informed by the artist’s reading of Goethe,
Blake, Whitman and other writers he was
discovering in his new milieu, bohemian
Greenwich Village, these visual musings
were the graphic equivalent of literary
stream-of-consciousness. Hailed by his
brother Arthur, who wrote the book’s intro-
duction, as “the first examples of a new art
form” and complemented by an exhibition
of wood sculptures at Downtown Gallery
the same year that also hinted at his yearn-
ing to be taken seriously as an artist, these
innovative drawings predated by several
years the mature  work of Saul Steinberg,
The New Yorker’s flashiest draftsman and
Steig’s main competitor. Ranging from
“Melancholia,” a surreal sketch of a grown
woman rocking herself in a cradle, to “The
Coy One,” in which the inverted convolu-
tions of a baroque abstract arabesque artful-
ly convey an affected demureness, they
clearly influenced Steinberg’s later symbol-
ism.

The swifter, sparer brushwork of Steig’s
second collection of drawings, The Lonely
Ones (1942), had an even more obvious
influence on both the style and content of
that other gifted draftsman Robert
Osborne’s scathing social satire. Only Steig’s
drawings, accompanied by captions such as
“I want your love but don’t deserve it” and
“This is one thing they’ll never take away
from me,” were infinitely more forgiving of
the human condition.

Steig’s third collection,Till Death Do Us

Part (1947), offers a wry look at relations
between the sexes, a subject the author, who
married four times, would have opportunity
to contemplate. However, the book he pro-
fessed most pride in was The Agony in the
Kindergarten (1950), which views child-
hood from a darker, more poignant perspec-
tive than his “Small Fry” cartoons. For in it,
Steig probes the routine psychological abuse
of our most innocent and vulnerable popu-
lation in drawings as knowingly childlike as
the “little personages” of Paul Klee, illumi-
nating them with subtly disturbing captions
such as “He was always such a quiet child”
and “Come into my room––I want to have
a talk with you.”

Steig dedicated The Agony in the
Kindergarten to Wilhelm Reich, the
Austrian-born psychoanalyst whose mani-
festo Listen, Little Man! (1948) he had
illustrated. Reich’s  theories about how our
natural energy is constantly drained by the
demands of modern society made an indeli-
ble impression on the artist. From their first
meeting in 1946 to the end of his long life,
Steig kept an “orgone box,” Reich’s
unorthodox contraption for restoring natu-
ral vitality, in his studio and claimed that sit-
ting in it daily enhanced his health and cre-
ativity.

While they never reached as wide an
audience as his New Yorker cartoons, Steig’s
symbolic drawings won him new critical
respect, which, as the caricaturist Edward
Sorel puts it in an essay for the exhibition
catalog, “assured him that he was now taken
seriously as an artist, and he was allowed, in
the words of Woody Allen, to ‘eat at the
grown-ups’ table.’ ” 

Even so, Steig remained a child of the
Great Depression, protective enough of his
main meal ticket to protest vociferously
when he felt that another New Yorker car-
toonist was copying his proletarian schtick.
In an angry letter to one of his editors, he
threatened to stop working for the maga-
zine if its editors persisted in publishing
these “vulgar imitations of my work.” 

He never went quite that far. And since
Syd Hoff, the rival cartoonist whose identity
professional courtesy prevented Sorel (but
not me) from revealing continued to pub-
lish in The New Yorker, Steig had to put up,
philosophically, with “the sincerest form of
flattery.” But he did branch out, publishing
periodically in Collier’s and Vanity Fair, 
and his newfound critical success provided
him with the leverage to become ever 
more adventurous in his submissions to 
The New Yorker.  

His style underwent a modernist meta-
morphosis; cubistically fragmented planes
and Picassoesque faces with skewed features
increasingly replaced his cast of down-to-
earth neighborhood characters. In some
drawings, he adopted a faux-primitive man-

ner akin to children’s art; for others, his line
turned schizoid, as in Dubuffet’s “art brut,”
in order to convey Reichian angst and social
enervation; or else it flowed in the manner
of a looser goosier Matisse to conjure the
swelling curves of the buxom, winsome
nymphs who served as his comic muses.

Having innovated by conceiving his own
dialogue rather than relying on gag writers,
he now often dispensed with dialogue, sub-
stituting short descriptive captions such as
“Old Trysting Place” in a picture of a stout
matron wearing a funny hat and leaning
wistfully against a tree. Or else he did away
with words altogether, relying solely on his
mastery of character and the telling gesture,
as in one drawing of a scholarly gentleman
touching his fingertips to the end of his
beard as he contemplates a classical bust
bearing his own profile. 

As Steig introduced more and more ele-
ments of his symbolic drawings into his
black and white sketches for The New
Yorker, his work in color grew more painter-
ly, as  in one Thanksgiving cover of a Gypsy
shedding a tear as she gazes into a crystal
ball at the fate of the turkey sitting at the
other end of the table in a fortune parlor
swarming so  riotously with wallpaper and
fabric patterns as to rival Bonnard and the
Nabis. 

Surely his mature mastery of color had to
have been instrumental in Steig’s decision to
begin a new career at age sixty, writing and
illustrating children’s books. Indeed, his
most universally embraced creation is Shrek!
(1990), his more democratic update of the
“Beauty and the Beast” theme, featuring
two equally grotesque monsters in love.
What makes this ironic is that Steig’s entry
into the children’s book field was a strictly
mercenary move, according to the distin-
guished juvenile author Maurice Sendak,

William Steig, “There before him was the most stun-
ningly ugly princess on the surface of the planet,” final
illustration for Shrek! (1990), pen and ink and water-
color on paper. Collection of the William Steig Estate.
©1990 William Steig. Photograph by Richard Goodbody.

William Steig, Untitled [still life with figures], pub-
lished in Ruminations (1984), pen and ink on paper.
Collection of the William Steig Estate. ©1984
William Steig.  Photograph by Richard Goodbody.
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who contributes a wry forward to the exhi-
bition catalog. Sendak, “a great fan” of
Steig was thrilled to meet the man “who
had made a  Brooklyn adolescent’s life (in
the late 1940s) almost bearable,” until his
hero  addressed him sarcastically as “the kid-
die-book maven” and said, “Hey, Maurice,
can you really make a living doing this?”   

Soon enough, Steig discovered that one
certainly could, when Roland the Minstrel
Pig (1968) became a bestseller, Sylvester
and the Magic Pebble won the 1969
Caldecott Medal, and Shrek! was made into
an enormously popular animated film by
Dreamworks. Still, he confided to Whitney
Balliett that creating children’s books was
little more than a chore: “I can write one in
a week, but it takes me a month to illustrate
it. I don’t really enjoy illustrating, and my
book illustrations are not as good as my
New Yorker drawings. The reason, probably,
is that they are not free...”

The single exception was The Bad Island
(1969), republished as Rotten Island  in
1984, in which Steig made certain never to
repeat a character so he could indulge his
love of free drawing in a story about an
island inhabited by fantastic monsters deter-
mined to devour each other. But as Edward
Sorel points out in his catalog essay (which,
like Maurice Sendak’s forward, gets goodna-
tured Oedipal digs in at an early hero who
turned out  to be merely human), “What
Steig refused to consider was that an artist’s
own enjoyment at creating art is not the
only criteria for judging its value.” 

According to his fourth and final wife,
Jeanne Steig, an artist who met him at a
party in Brooklyn Heights, “He was crazy, of
course, but in the best of all possible
ways...Bill would sit down to his desk the
way another man might hunker down at the
movies; there was a little glass of booze
beside him instead of popcorn. His drawings
were smallish, partly because that made them
easy to transport on Wednesdays to The New

Yorker, partly
because the space
on his desk was
consumed by tot-
tering stacks of
drawings––his filing
system. The ceiling
above him was tar-
black from the four
packs of cigarettes
he went through
daily.” 

In her catalog
reminiscence,
Jeanne Steig also
lists the things her
husband hated:
social injustice,
Republicans, scien-
tists (for trying to
rob the world of its
mystery), and,
above all, preten-
sion. But what
Maggie Steig, the
artist’s daughter
from a previous
marriage, remembers most fondly about her
father is the delight that he took in the
world: “His essential self was a great appreci-
ator. When he looked at nature, when he
looked at animals, when he looked at people
he loved, his look always said, ‘You delight
me.’”

That delight is everywhere evident in the
exhibition at The Jewish Museum, which
features scads of original cartoons, symbolic
drawings, preliminary sketches, watercolors
for New Yorker covers, mockups for chil-
dren's books, letters, family photos, three
wood sculptures, and a video installation of
the artist talking about his work. 

What the show demonstrates, above all is
that, for all his desire to transcend the low-
rent stigma of the cartoonist and be taken
seriously as an artist, Steig never lost the

common touch. He
may not have pos-
sessed the graphic
genius of a Saul
Steinberg, but he
had a lot more soul.  

*      *       *
We still think of

the neighborhood
as Yorkville, while
our younger neigh-
bors call it the
Upper East Side.
When we first
moved here in the
late ’70s, we were
the outsiders and
the older tenants,
who thought of us
as hippies, regarded
us warily, just as we
now do the yuppies
who gradually
moved in as the
older people died
off. 

Mr. Widmann,
the elderly bachelor on the third floor, was
the last of the old guard to go. Now his
meager belongings––mostly canned goods,
pots and pans, and ancient issues of The
Saturday Evening Post–– are piled up in the
hall, and his cousin, a plumber who has
come in from Queens to collect them,
stands down by the stoop, making plunging
gestures with his stubby arms, saying, “His
valves were so clogged his blood wouldn’t
pump. I usta say, ‘Jesus, Will, how do you
make it up them goddamn stairs?’”

Listening to him talk as though his
cousin’s heart had been a stopped-up toilet,
I think, “William Steig would have loved
this guy!”

*       *       *

William Steig, What a Woman!, preliminary drawing for
The Rejected Lovers (1951), pen and ink on paper.
Collection of the William Steig Estate. ©1951 William
Steig, renewed 1979, 2007. Photograph by Richard
Goodbody
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The title “Rapture Unleashed,” obviously
referring to the rapture of the creative

act,  was justified by the artist members of
the West Side Arts Coalition in a recent
exhibition curated by Robert Schultheis, at
Broadway Mall Community Center, on the
center island at 96th Street and Broadway.

Gloria Pearl showed abstract oils on canvas
with sensually articulated forms. While draw-
ing is the foundation upon which she builds
her compositions, Pearl is also a strong col-
orist, which infuses her compositions with
considerable painterly interest as well.

“Emotion recollected in tranquility” was
how Wordsworth defined poetry and that
phrase could apply to the oil paintings and pen-
cil drawings of Sandra Vergara, in which two
women support and console a third woman in
the throes of grief. For Vergara’s refined style
distances the innate pathos of the situation and
renders the emotion monumental.

Robert Schultheis’ atmospheric oil of the
59th Bridge enveloped in snow presents a
lyrical contrast to his saloon scene. But the
latter picture also has its own mellow poetry,
with only a few faithful patrons at the bar as
the late afternoon light streams through the
plate glass window, and the prominence of
the EXIT sign over the door (like the sign
that says END in the first painting) hints at
deeper meanings than meet the eye.

Robert Norman Scott’s mysterious oils

all have the look of visions forming within
the bark of a tree. They initially capture
one’s attention with their dark, brooding
abstract qualities, even while referring to
landscape imagery––particularly rocks, bod-
ies of water, the yawning yaps of caves, and
dramatically streaked skies.

Landscape also inspires the semi-abstract
acrylics on paper of Sebnem Kotoglu, in
which muted areas of color and softly gener-
alized forms are enlivened by subtly delin-
eated references to roads, trees, and hori-
zons. In some of Kotoglu’s untitled compo-
sitions, a sense of saturated sunlight all but
obliterates specific details, yet a meditative
sense of nature still prevails.

The rapture of Lieh-Yrieh Lin takes a
highly idiosyncratic form in a funky assem-
blage composed of colorful feathers, cups,
newspaper, fuzzballs, plastic water bottles
and all manner of other artfully arranged
detritus combined with gesso and acrylic.
The overall effect of Lin’s work is ritualistic,
fetishistic, and just plain fun, like a ceremo-
nial artifact of some primitive tribe invented
by the singular sensibility of a sophisticated
contemporary artist.

The hard-edged yet painterly abstractions
of Georgios Vrachnos are notable for their
sensuous paint surfaces and vibrant, offbeat
color harmonies. Vrachnos displays a fresh
approach to form and a passion for the tactile

possibilities of pigment that lends his work an
immediacy and originality. Brian Ormond, on
the other hand, employs black and white,
accented by a limited palette of other hues,
with conviction in abstract paintings appar-
ently built on a process of applying paint and
scraping it away to achieve streaked forms
and frozen gestures. Ormond’s spare yet
compelling compositions possess a power
based on restraint, resulting in a peculiar
economy and raw grace.

Simple shapes and symbols take on a
presence much larger than their actual
dimensions in the intimate paintings of
George Ebbinghousen, who reduces the
forms of a birch tree or an A-frame house to
their elemental essences in his piquant
abstractions, imbuing them with symbolic
resonance. By contrast, two sizable acrylics
on canvas by Basia Goldsmith employ floral
still life as a launching pad for dynamic
painterly pyrotechnics, replete with vigorous
splashes and drips that turn the composition
into an exuberant gestural event. 

Then there is Hanna Seiman, who makes
the color yellow the main ingredient in her
exhilarating poured abstractions. With their
translucent veils of color, which appear to
transcend the palpable qualities of paint and
verge on the metaphysical, Seiman’s paint-
ings are rapturous indeed.  

––J. Sanders Eaton   
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Capturing the Elusive Quality of Enrapturement

opportunities
WEST SIDE ARTS COALITION (WSAC) established 1979, welcomes
new members from all geographic areas. There are approximately 14
exhibits per year for Fine Arts, Photography, and Craft Arts. Music, Poetry,
Theater and Dance programs available. Contact information: Tel.- 212-
316-6024, email- wsacny@wsacny.org or website- www.wsacny.org. Or
send SASE to the West Side Arts Coalition, PO Box 527, Cathedral
Station, New York, NY 10025. Visit our ground floor gallery at 96th
Street & Broadway (on the center island) New York City. Open: Wed. 
6-8pm, Sat.& Sun.  12-6pm.

ESTABLISHED CHELSEA GALLERY reviews artist portfolios monthly.
Send sase or visit www.noho gallery.com for application form. Noho
Gallery, 530 West 25th Street, New York, NY 10001. 212 367-7063 

PLEIADES GALLERY Join our community of fine artists at this
esteemed artist-run gallery with its many Winners of Awards, Grants,
Fellowships and Juried Shows. Exhibit your work and advance your
career. www.pleiadesgallery.com - or SASE to Pleiades Gallery, 530
W. 25 St., 4th fl. NY, NY 10001-5516, Tel.- 646-230-0056.

MONTSERRAT CONTEMPORARY ART GALLERY is reviewing artist
portofolios for its new Chelsea Gallery. National and International artists
are invited to submit. Sase, slides, photos and brief artist bio. Send to:
Montserrat Contemporary Art Gallery, 547 West 27 street NYC 10001

PLEIADES GALLERY presents its 26th Annual Juried Exhibition. 
Open to all media. This year’s Juror is Joan Young, Associate Curator 
of Contemporary Art and Manager of Curatorial Affairs at the Solomon
R.Guggenheim Museum, New York City. Recently Curated: “Matthew
Barney - The Cremaster Cycle”. EXHIBITION: July 10 through August 2,
2008. ENTRY DEADLINE: Saturday, April 5. Send SASE for PROSPECTUS
to Pleiades Gallery, 530 West 25th St. New York, NY 10001-5516 or
download from www.pleiadesgallery.com. Phone: 646-230-0056.

CUSTOM PICTURE FRAMING for artists and galleries. Museum
quality, selected frames & mats. Float & dry mounting, canvas stretch-
ing. Jadite Galleries, 662 10th Ave. (Betw. 46/47St.) Hours: 12 -
6pm, Free delivery in Manhattan. 212-977-6190  jaditeart@aol.com

19TH ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL JURIED COMPETITION 
Open to all US and international artists working in 2D and 3D media.
Entries juried by Elisabeth Sussman, Curator, The Whitney Museum of
American Art, NYC. Cash prizes, Power-Point presentation and Group
exhibition, July 1-18, 2008. Deadline for entries April 11, 2008.
$40/3 pieces, $5 each additional. Send SASE for prospectus: Viridian
Artists Inc, 530 West 25th Street, NY, NY 10001, or download at-
www.viridianartists.com

PHOENIX GALLERY 2008 NATIONAL JURIED COMPETITION: 
June 18-July 12, 2008.  JUROR: ESTHER ADLER, Curatorial Assistant,
Department of Drawings, The Museum of Modern Art, NY. ALL MEDIA.
AWARD: SOLO/GROUP SHOW.  Deadline:  APRIL 26, 2008.
Prospectus: www.phoenix-gallery.com   info@phoenix-gallery.com  or
Send SASE, Phoenix Gallery, 210 Eleventh Ave., 902, New York, NY
10001.

G&S NYC GUIDE

GELABERT STUDIOS GALLERY
offers artists the opportunity to showcase

their work in a unique, elegant Upper West
Side setting. Fully equipped gallery for rent

on weekly or yearly basis. Top quality 
lighting. Call 212-874-7188 for rental

details or visit our website: 
www.gelabertstudiosgallery.com. 

Gelabert Studios Gallery, 255 W. 86th St.
(at Broadway), New York City 10024.
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Exhibitions in alternative spaces have
the duel advantage of giving emerg-

ing artists new places to show and intro-
ducing members of the general public
who are not accustomed to gallery-going
to a sophisticated aesthetic experience.
With its own regular exhibition venue,
Broadway Mall Community Center,
located in attractive Beaux-Arts structure
on the traffic island at Broadway and
96th Street, the West Side Arts Coalition
is more solidly situated than many other
arts organizations. Still, its artist members
realize the value of staging exhibitions in
other public spaces in order to reach a
wider audience. 

Having broadened its scope and
enriched the cultural experience of con-
cert goers  for several seasons now with
its critically acclaimed annual exhibitions
at Cork Gallery in Lincoln Center’s
Avery Fisher Hall, the WSAC recently
branched out to a new venue in “Breadth
of Vision,” an extensive group exhibition
co-curated by Margo Mead and Meyer
Tannenbaum at Lafayette Grill, down-
town at 54-56 Franklin Street.  

Customers entering this casually ele-
gant restaurant with a Greek flavor were
greeted by a salon-style show of works in
various media covering the walls of its
spacious dining room. The sheer variety
of subjects and approaches made the title
“Breadth of Vision” seem particularly
apt. Yet the skillful hanging of the works
by the curators (both of whom are
exhibiting artists who obviously treated
the installation as an aesthetic challenge)
had a coherent quality that was quite
remarkable for an exhibition so catholic
in its choices. This was perhaps most
clearly exemplified in the juxtaposition of
Pamela Belen Flores’ watercolor
“Embrace,” with its graceful horizontal
lines flowing one above the other over a
pinkish color field, and Terry Berkowitz’s
“Afterglow,” which depicted a deep red
sky and dark land masses divided by a
luminous horizon line. Belen’s abstract
work hung right above Berkowitz’s land-
scape, and together they created a con-
ceptual celebration of horizons in gener-
al.

Shirley Zina Piniat works on a modest
scale in oil on paper and the intimacy of
her pictures adds to their mood of subur-
ban repose amid shady paths that wind
between trees and shrubberies to small
dwellings. Their sense of mystery in the
mundane was especially evocative in the
setting of a bustling  urban restaurant,
reminding one of the almost melancholy
charm of out-of-the way places.

Then there was Margo Mead, who
employs ink lines over watercolor in a

manner that  calls to mind the spare
grace of  traditional Chinese scroll paint-
ing, yet imbues it with the angularity of
Cubism to achieve a merger of diverse
traditions. Especially engaging was
“Grand Canyon Sentinel,” in which her
handling of rocky plateaus came closer to
total abstraction than some of her other
landscapes.

Ava Schonberg is another artist who
employs representation toward abstract
ends to some degree in her paintings of
locales such as Provence and Jerusalem,
where light and shadow on stucco archi-
tecture are exploited successfully for their
geometric qualities. By contrast, Ivan
Sherman employs a strictly  hard-edge
geometric approach in both his austere
abstract paintings, such as “The
Curtain,” and his technically accom-
plished corrugated cardboard assem-
blages, such as “A Rose is a Rose is a...”

Indeed, abstraction was the dominant
tendency in this show, as seen in Meyer
Tannenbaum’s “Expansion Series” ––
particularly “Expansion Series No. 23,”
where he employs sinuously linear
arabesques suggesting a nonobjective take
on Beardsley-esque art nouveau over
vibrant color field painting. Here, howev-
er, Tannenbaum’s ability to simultaneous-
ly separate and harmonize elements of
line and color actually has more in com-
mon, in strictly formal terms, with
Fernand Leger than Aubrey Beardsley.

Another species of abstraction entirely
is seen in “Salt,” a painting by Margie
Steinmann, who can be a buoyant col-
orist and spinner of complex composi-
tions, but here restricts herself to a
palette of brownish hues and simple cir-
cular forms to evoke a  sense of earthy
essences. Here, too, Steinmann’s tactile
paint surfaces, with smooth areas of
impasto enlivened by textural ridges, as
though applied with a palette knife, add
textural interest. 

Texture also plays an important role in
the paintings of Bushra Shamma, whose
abstract compositions, stressing the fig-
ure-to-ground relationship between vig-
orously delineated serial shapes and tac-
tile color fields positioned on the two-
dimensional picture plane, possess a crag-
gy physicality akin to that of Clyfford
Still. Shamma, however, is a more upbeat
colorist than the earlier painter, and
achieves considerable impact on a much
more intimate scale.  

Elinore Bucholtz, on the other hand,
pulls out all the stops chromatically in
“Enchantments,” a vibrant large abstract
canvas in which gestural strokes inter-
weave muscularly, suggesting  massed fig-
ures  in a manner reminiscent of Charles

Cajori. Bucholtz is an artist who boldly
carries the torch of Abstract
Expressionism into the postmodern era
by virtue of her energetic paint handling
and unerring sense of form and color.

Carol Carpentieri comes off as a fanta-
sist with a vivid imagination to match her
intrepid sense of color, as seen in her oil
“Flight of the Hummingbird,” where the
avian image of the title is combined with
a phantom-like human female figure amid
rhythmical waves of color. However,
Carpentieri demonstrates that she can
also play it relatively straight in a lyrical
little watercolor of a bouquet sitting on a
fence within a landscape called “Cape
Cod Flowers.”

Watercolor is handled in a more
restrained manner by Madi Lanier, who
merges  trees and neocubistic planes in
exquisitely organized compositions that
pay homage to Cezanne, yet are also
informed by her unique contemporary
sensibility. By adhering to a relatively nar-
row range of subject matter, Lanier is
able to explore subtle formal concerns,
while evoking the dappled patterns of
natural light and shadow in a forest set-
ting with impressive verisimilitude

Linda Lessner is also concerned with
chiaroscuro in her softly shadowed oils of
verdant landscapes, which achieve a hazy
lyricism through tonal sensitivity.
Lessner’s paintings evoke a sense of soli-
tude and serenity, even while projecting
strong spatial tensions and a sense of
underlying energy.

Elk Albrecht is another artist who proj-
ects a great deal of energy, albeit with the
human figure. In both “Confused Male
Standing” and “Confused Male Sitting,”
Albrecht infuses her paintings with
impressive psychological impact by virtue
of her vigorous paint handling and
dynamic sense of gesture.

Then there is Robert L. Jones, who
employs pastel as a full fledged painting
(as opposed to drawing) medium in
small, intense realist works that encom-
pass various genres, from portraits to still
life. Indeed, Jones’ still lifes, such as “Sea
Red Fish,” have the presence of portraits;
while his portraits, such as “Gorita,”
which depicts a pensive young dancer, are
as formally grounded as still-life studies.

Like the other artists in this carefully
curated exhibition, he serves as an excel-
lent ambassador at large, presenting work
that could very well rally any number of
unsuspecting but receptive diners behind
the unaccustomed cause of fine art. 

––J. Sanders Eaton

WSAC at Lafayette Grill: Seducing Diners 
With Art-Covered Walls
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One of the most interesting things about the Spanish artist Javier
Iturbe, whose oils on canvas and panel can be seen in “Persistence

of Form,” at Agora Gallery, 530 West 25th Street, from March 25
through April 15 (Reception March 27, 6 to 8 PM), is the synthesis
he has created between Cubism and Surrealism. 

After being introduced by his father to older masters such as
Velazquez, El Greco, and Goya at the Museum of Fine Arts, in Bilbao,
Iturbe discovered Picasso and Dali as a young man. The two modern
masters, although poles apart, appear to have played a more or less
equal role in inspiring Iturbe to forge his own unique style. For he has
somehow managed to combine the structural sense of the Cubists with
the literary content of the Surrealists in a highly successful manner.

One need look no further than Iturbe’s oil on panel “Life has more
edges than a diamond” to see just how harmoniously he integrates an
array of realistically painted faces, large hands, and full-length figures,
and other realistically painted faces within an intricate maze of sharp-

angled
abstract
shapes in a
vertiginous
swirling
composition.

Indeed, a
sense of
swirling
movement,
almost remi-
niscent of
Vorticism as
well, ani-
mates a good
many of his
composi-
tions, lend-

ing them a dynamic energy. At times this is combined with a counter-
balancing stability, as seen in his oil on canvas, “The girl looking at the
sea,” in which the serene, still figure of a shapely nude female figure
sitting with her back to the viewer provides the focal point while vari-
ous more phantom-like forms swirl around her in an atmospheric noc-
turnal whirlpool of memory.

By contrast, in the composition Iturbe calls “Vanity over vanity, just
vanity,” another graceful young nude lies in a posture of apparent
abandonment amid a plethora of intriguingly fragmented imagery,
including a disembodied head, several mask-like faces and smaller
nudes and a galloping white horse. Here, too, the subsidiary figures
appear to be wisps of memory or dream, surrounding the sprawling
central nude.

Somewhat more geometrical in its thrust, given the architectural
subject matter is “Urbanism shrinks our souls,” an oil on canvas in
which a bold central form comprised of clustered building occupies the
center of the composition, as though locked in place by semi-rectangu-
lar abstract color areas. Here, although the central shape contains
Iturbe’s characteristic array of  freewheeling images and symbols, the
composition conveys a sense of stasis and confinement in keeping with
the mood of the title.

In “Love is a masquerade,” on the other hand, Iturbe creates yet
another rhythmic composition in which tiny figures in red leotards
dance around a pensive looking female nude, amid an array of hands,
flowers, masks, and other symbols that suggest a somewhat jaundiced
view toward the props and promises of romance. But while his
imagery is invariably compelling and thought-provoking, what makes
Javier Iturbe’s paintings interesting in the final analysis is his ability to
meld diverse elements within a context that lends his paintings consid-
erable formal as well as literary interest.             ––Maurice Taplinger

Postmodern photography takes many forms.  In “Open
2008,” a recent exhibition curated by Jennifer Holst and

Harry Peronius for the West Side Arts Coalition and seen at
Broadway Mall Community Center on the center island at
Broadway and 96th Street, digital prints predominated.
Among the three exceptions were the black and white dark-
room prints of Harry Peronius, the silver gelatin prints of
Jean Prytyskacz, and the color prints of Jennifer Holst 
(to be described later in this review).

In Harry Peronius’ pictures, the absence of color
enhanced the drama of everyday scenes such as one man
among a group of Hassidim leaning against a wall with his
mouth open wide, presumably in a yawn, that the photogra-
pher wittily titled “Wailing Wall,” and an another image of
an Indian woman holding a naked baby, the natural
chiaroscuro making them look as eternal as a Madonna and
Child carved in stone. By contrast, Jean Prytyskacz’s unique
approach to close-ups of city walls and store signs preserved
the quality of a quickly vanishing New York, suggesting
atmospheric location shots from from gritty 1940s black and
white movies––particularly her images of simplified eyeglass-
es on an optometrist’s sign and a shredded wine poster on a
brick wall.

Among those exploring the possibilities of the digital
print, Janice Wood Wetzel is the most abstract, employing
her medium in a painterly manner to create prints she calls
“Alley Art” ––perhaps because her fluid explosions of phos-
phorescent hues have the lyrical beauty of neon reflected in
rain-puddles. Robin Glasser Sacknoff takes an opposite
approach in her detailed oversize prints, one of which focus-
es on two masked and elaborately costumed carnival revelers
in Venice who could have stepped right out of a painting by
Caneletto, as they take a break by a weathered wall.

Two passenger planes in an airport meet like birds beak-
to-beak in one of Sandy Akerman’s digital prints, while in
another, a lone seagull strolling casually as a retiree along an
early evening boardwalk demonstrates the photographer’s
talent for capturing peculiarly evocative moments. Don
Sichler, on the other hand, views the world as though
through a surreal kaleidoscope in which a rusted, abandoned
automobile overrun by weeds and psychedelic reflections or
a threadbare screen door become icons of decay. 

Udeaku Chikezie, a photographer from Nigeria, discovers
an affecting visual poetry in a diverse range of subjects, rang-
ing from the dome and spires of a mosque rising against a
brilliant blue sky to a pair of struggling rock musicians look-
ing lonely on the star-spangled stage of some obscure venue.
Dan Gelb”  explicates his visual metaphor in the title of
“Orange Excavators Grazing,” where the clanky, crane-like
machines do indeed suggest prehistoric creatures munching
on rocks in a demolition pit, while another digital print
called “Asbestos Hazmat Blue” makes an incongruously
upbeat  statement with the brightly colored protective jump-
suits of a crew of men working with hazardous materials.

Although titled “Sunset Abstracts,” the color prints of
Jennifer Holst seemed more surreal than abstract, given 
that a solar orb squeezed between what appeared to be
blank walls cast a shadow and the clouds in another 
picture behaved in a manner that made the image 
intriguingly enigmatic. 

Indeed, in his or her own way, each of the photographers
in “Open,” regardless of technique, presented us with a
sense of the unexpected.               

––Deborah Siegel

The Paintings of Javier Iturbe
Unite Two Diverse Traditions

Photographic Possibilities,
Digital and Traditional

“Vanity over vanity, just vanity”
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Making our rounds on Madison Avenue
recently, we spotted the singer-song-

writer Neil Young, in town for one of
his Farm Aid benefit concerts, and the
first thing I thought of was the art of
Susan Sills. Since Young is such a
rural type, seeing him strolling
along the avenue dressed like a
scarecrow, window shopping amid
the chic boutiques and the few
remaining art galleries, was
almost as startling as encoun-
tering Sills’ two-dimensional
effigies of art historical
celebrities standing
around in a gallery,
often with other
familiar figures
from disparate
paintings of
different peri-
ods, rather
than adorning
the walls in
their expected
context.

However,
that there’s a
lot more to
the art of
Susan Sills
than mere
shock value is
made abun-
dantly clear in
her latest solo
exhibition,
“The Cutting
Edge VI:
Lifesize Cutouts from the Old Masters,” at
Viridian Artists, Inc. 530 West 25th Street,
in Chelsea, from March 11 to April 5. 

For Sills’ pieces are the very antithesis of
Pop banality. Nor are they deadpan, like
Alex Katz’s early cutouts, or raucously exag-
gerated, like those of Red Grooms. To the
contrary, for all their casual wit, punning
titles, and sheer entertainment value––who
ever said good art had to be somber?–– Sills’
cutouts, a form that she has persisted in
longer and taken further than any other
artist, are invariably serious investigations of
the boundaries between sculpture and paint-
ing. Indeed, the difficulty that one has in
categorizing Sills definitively as either a
sculptor or a painter hints at the conceptual
complexity and aesthetic success of her
endeavor.   

Sills ups the ante even more by entering
the arena of installation art with her multi-
figure tableaux. One of the standouts in the
present show is “The Nanny,” in which a
woman from a woodblock print by the Edo
period artist Eizen oversees a group of small
children that includes a redhaired Norman
Rockwell tomboy shooting real marbles 

while two of Bruegel’s peasant children
dance merrily directly behind her and
Goya’s little boy in the red silk suit and
Velasquez’s little princess in the baby-blue
hoop-skirt look on. Meanwhile, a fat black
cat stares hungrily at the bird the boy has
tethered to a string, which in the original
painting holds Goya’s calling card in its beak
but here holds one that says “Susan Sills,
Artist.” 

The kids in this installation remind one
that, in 2004, Sills had an exhibition at the
Pensacola Museum of Art that was reported-
ly attended by some 4500 school children.
While it might be difficult to draw that many
class outings to a gallery in Chelsea, the artist
is determined to draw as many as possible,
starting with the elementary school classes of
her own grandchildren. 

“After all, the children of today are the art
aficionados of tomorrow, and seeing these
figures lifesize, rather than in little reproduc-
tions, could prove not only educational but
inspirational to them,” Sills says, adding that
she would hope their teachers would follow
up with classroom projects, and pointing
out a charming cutout of Matisse’s gold fish

bowl on a table in her livingroom that one
kid made after seeing the exhibition in
Pensacola. (Identifying the creators of the
faces in “Heads Up,” an installation of
smaller cutouts also slated for the new show,
comprised of faces ala Botticelli, Gauguin,
Frida Kahlo, and several other famous
artists, could prove just as much fun for
grown up gallery goers.)

Although the figures in her installations
are painted in vastly differing styles––exact

painterly  mimicry being one of the
advantages Sills’ virtuosity affords

her––they mix as harmoniously as
the disparate graphic tech-
niques Saul Steinberg famous-
ly employed within a single
drawing to convey the indi-
vidual personalities of sever-
al people at a cocktail
party. Indeed, Sills’ visual
wit proves equal to that
of the famous draftsman
in the wonderfully titled

tableau “Que
Seurat, Seurat,” in
which a promenad-
ing couple from the
Post-impressionist
master’s magnum
opus, “Sunday
Afternoon at the Ile
de la Grande Jatte”
(popularly known
post-Sondheim as
“Sunday in the
Park”) shed multi-
colored chromatic
confetti onto the

floor that one of Millet’s “Gleaners” stoops
to pick up like Pointillist pennies from
Heaven.

So-called “scatter art” also comes into
play in the plethora of pink petals surround-
ing a lifesize replica of an Orozco com-
pesino, wearing a yellow straw hat and car-
rying an enormous bushel of flowers on his
back–– which, as Sills isolates it in her
cutout, seems a witty contemporary symbol
of the artist’s burden of beauty, rather than
of Capitalist exploitation, as the Mexican
muralist undoubtedly intended it. Similarly,
Sills puts her own wry spin on things in
another installation called “At the Spa,”
where a Degas lady bathes in a tub, as
Ingres’ “La Grande Odalisque”  lounges
languorously, as another Neoclassical nude
from the same artist’s “Turkish Bath”
strums a lute like Charlotte Moorman giv-
ing one of her naked cello performances,
next to a Cezanne vase of flowers. 

Only Susan Sills could get away with
mixing genres and Old Masters so blithely
in the process of flaunting her own mastery
of a hybrid art form that she has made
exclusively her own.   ––Ed McCormack

Susan Sills: Postmodern Mixmaster of the Art Historical Cutout

“The Nanny”
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Exactly where the contemporary artist
Nathalie Faintuch fits into the tradition

of French painting is difficult to determine,
given an originality that is reluctant to con-
fine itself to any particular stylistic tendency.
Perhaps it would be safer to put matters of
nationality aside and examine her work
within the broader scope of international
postmodernism, the pluralism of which
reflects the fragmented nature of our pres-
ent reality.

In any case, in her recent solo exhibition
at Jadite Galleries, 413 West 50th Street,
Faintuch impressed one as a daring and
ambitious talent, moving from playful Neo-
Dadaist assemblages of musical instruments,
to sensual abstract compositions, to works in
a distinctive figurative style. For all their
diversity, they amounted to a consistent
oeuvre, united by an artist who obviously
sees it as her decidedly unsolemn duty to
constantly surprise, even to confound, both
the viewer and herself.

If this means having to smash a violin like
one of Peter Townshend’s guitars, then affix
its ruptured parts to a white box with its
own strings encircling it like the swirling
auras around a planet, as she does in “La
Palette,” then so be it. 

This and other assemblages of “decon-
structed” musical instruments by Faintuch
appear to address diverse themes, ranging
from how Picasso’s early Cubist paintings
and collages (in which stringed instruments

often figured prominently) revolutionized
how we look at still life; Derrida’s ideas
about the necessity to “de-center” the dom-
inant cultural symbols that marginalize vari-
ous groups; the relationship between art and
music, and the simple joy of creative expres-
sion. Yet the wit and elegance of Faintuch’s
invention speaks for itself and really requires
no explication beyond the visual
attributes of her pieces.

As a painter, Faintuch can be
equally provocative, as seen in
“Misses Pouny,” a rear view of a
kneeling Chinese woman wearing
a conical coolie hat, a long pigtail
hanging down her back. One
could read this picture as a paro-
dy of chinoiserie, deliberately
mocking Western racist miscon-
ceptions about the supposed sub-
servience of Asian women ala
“Suzie Wong” or “Flower Drum
Song,” and certainly there is an
element of irony present.
However, to interpret the image literally
within the often witless boundaries of so-
called “political correctness” would be to
view Faintuch’s work simplistically and do
her a serious injustice.

For the real point of “Misses Pouny” is
the opportunity it offers the artist to indulge
her penchant for painterly succulence, and
its main benefit for the viewer is the simple
joy of sensual delectation. One gets delight-

fully caught up, not only in the purposely
over-the-top exoticism of the subject matter,
but in the juicy tactility of the paint surface,
as well as the burnished deep red, brown,
and pink tonalities of the dominant hues
and the superimposed Chinese characters,
which function in purely visual terms, as cal-
ligraphic gestural flourishes, rather than

texts, to the Western viewer
unfamiliar with the language
and uncertain as to whether the
artist is either.

That the eternal felicities of
painting itself–– form, color, and
the less definable element of
“touch,” as opposed to the liter-
ary concerns of subject matter––
appear to be Nathalie Faintuch’s
primary concerns becomes even
more clear in an abstraction
such as “Unisson.” Here, the
emphasis is on flowing forms
with billowing baroque con-
tours, warm, earthy colorations,

and subtle, sandy textures that hark back to
Braque and Juan Gris.

Indeed, I seem to have finally figured out
the answer to the question I posed in the
lead sentence of this review: Where Nathalie
Faintuch fits into the tradition of French
painting is in her ability to make the materi-
ality of pigment speak eloquently for itself. 

They–– and we–– refer to it as “finesse.”
––Ed McCormack

Nathalie Faintuch’s Neo-Dada Wit and Painterly Panache

An eloquence in keeping with its title
characterized the recent group exhibi-

tion “Art Speaks,” curated by Carole
Barlowe and Margo Mead for the West
Side Arts Coalition, at Broadway Mall on
the center island at 96th Street and
Broadway.

Arlene Finger’s Gorky-like abstract
composition in pastel and ink, “Red
Tree,” however, proved that art speaks in
its own terms–– since no red was any-
where in evidence! 

Marsha Peruo has evolved her own lan-
guage of stark geometric and organic
forms. Boldly delineated in black and
white they take on the look of characters
in an unknown language of street-signage
and semiotic symbols in an urban mind-
scape. By contrast, the material metaphors
in Rini Hunter’s poetic mixed media col-
lages range from a tactile black terrain to
sensuously flowing clouds with the tex-
ture of golden sand. 

Margo Mead puts a western spin on
Asian ink and watercolor techniques,
translating their conventions to suit her
contemporary purposes––particularly in a
beachscape cast into deep perspective with
gulls soaring in the distance, presented in
a horizontal format that enhances its

panoramic grandeur. Yakako Ishida’s lan-
guage is primarily gestural, with translu-
cent luminous pigment poured and
dripped to create spare, swift composi-
tions combining the coloristic brilliance of
Morris Louis with visual parlance of Zen
ink painting. 

While Masha Sumtsova also captures
our attention with florally-suggestive
explosions of lushly textured color in her
abstract compositions, with the introduc-
tion of a female face in her “Angel in the
Storm” her visual dialogue ascends to a
new level of evocativeness. A celestial vis-
age is also the focal point of “Floating
Across the Memories,” a mixed media
composition by Eun Seong Choi, in
which a moody-faced full moon, suspend-
ed like a balloon in the naked treetops of
an atmospheric nocturnal landscape,
evokes a mystical vision akin to Redon.
Elisa Van Rhyn also imparts a dimension
of mystery to natural subjects in her oils
on canvas, with floral and aquatic forms
morphing into biomorphic abstractions
notable for their combination of flowing
rhythms and chromatic brilliance.

Perhaps one of the biggest surprises in
the show, for those of us familiar with her
spare, witty cityscapes, were a series of

works from twenty or so years ago by
Carole Barlowe, in which some of the for-
mal elements of her current style were
already in evidence, albeit combined with
an antic sense of caricature that is espe-
cially appealing in one collage painting of
a bodacious woman sporting red boots
and matching red lips appropriated from a
magazine photo. 

Leonard Gold is one of the most ven-
turesomely baroque abstractionists to
come along in some time, judging from
his painting in enamel, oil, and tempera
on canvas, in which a plethora of shapes
suggesting a gold-plated octopus or an
entire school of star fishes, set against a
brilliant blue background, upstaged even
its over-the-top title: “Celestial, Sub-
Aquatic or Microscopic.”

On the other hand, an obvious and
unimaginative title, “Colors and Shapes
Galore,” did nothing to distract from the
considerable visual attributes of a boldly
brushed and chromatically striking acrylic
on canvas by Amy Rosenfeld, perhaps
demonstrating that art speaks best when
allowed to speak for itself.

––Peter Wiley

Articulating the Many Dialects of Postmodern Painting

“La Palette”
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Willem de Kooning’s “Study for Pink
Angels” (1945) figures prominently in

the legend of the late art dealer and collec-
tor Allan Stone, since it was
the first work of art he ever
purchased, as an undergradu-
ate at Harvard, scandalizing
his father, who was putting
him through law school. 

Stone the elder, who
thought the purchase auda-
ciously extravagant, had no
way of knowing that the
wispy little sketch in pastel
and pencil on paper would
someday be seen as a testa-
ment to his son’s exquisite
taste and business acumen. 

Indeed, every one of the
twenty or so drawings seen
recently in “Willem de
Kooning, Drawings 1920s - 1970s,” at
Allan Stone Gallery, 113 East 90th Street,
attested to Stone’s long, fruitful relationship
with de Kooning’s work. Especially perti-
nent in this regard is “Portrait of Elaine”
(1940-41), since it was de Kooning’s wife
Elaine who encouraged Stone, then still an
idealistic lawyer intent on founding a “legal
aid society for starving artists,” to open his
gallery in 1960. 

“Portrait of Elaine” is a modest master-
piece of a pencil drawing which combines
refined neoclassical draftsmanship reminis-
cent of Ingres with an intensity about the

eyes somewhat akin to the female portraits
of de Kooning’s colleague John Graham.
Although de Kooning was often labeled a

misogynist after exhibiting
his “Women” series, this is
one of precious few portraits
of a woman in all of art his-
tory that radiates intelli-
gence as well as beauty.

Even when he is under
the influence of Munch, as
in the very early drawing
“The Kiss, 1925,” or adopt-
ing the foreign vocabulary
of surrealism in “Untitled
(Study for World’s Fair
Mural ‘Medicine’) 1937,”
de Kooning’s draftsmanly
abilities were so unique as to
transcend imitation. And
much to his credit, he

always went to great lengths to thwart his
innate facility. 

This struggle not to be seduced by his
own drawing ability is what makes even
fragmentary sketches such as the graphite
drawing “Untitled, ca. 1938,” a study of
disembodied male arms, so remarkable. As
in his painting “Two Men Standing” from
the following year (not in the exhibition),
he was willing to twist, turn, and almost
wrench a shoulder from its socket like a
drumstick being torn from a turkey, in order
to avoid succumbing to trite tricks for
depicting human anatomy naturalistically

that he could execute with his eyes closed.
(In fact, he sometimes actually did draw
with his eyes closed later in his career in his
continuing desire to sidestep easy solutions).

De Kooning  always maintained that art
was “not a situation of comfort” for him,
and here, as in later drawings such as
“Seated Woman (verso), ca. 1941,” where
he begins to flay his academic training with
impetuous slashes of the pencil that some of
his more glibly Freudian critics might inter-
pret as violence toward women, one sees
him diligently on guard against relaxing into
his talent. Indeed, what these masterly draw-
ings, spanning much of his career, show
most clearly is the courage that it took for
an artist so gifted in all the conventional
graces to turn away from them, and so
forego the quick applause they would have
garnered, in order to take the less certain
and more difficult steps that eventually
assured his greatness. 

As I wrote, recalling a visit to his studio
in East Hampton, in a recent catalog essay
for a show of his late paintings at L&M Fine
Arts, even toward the end of his life de
Kooning was complaining that, “You never
really learn anything you can use. You
always have to start over the next day.”

The more intimate survey at Allan Stone
Gallery, where de Kooning was featured in
several major solo exhibitions and numerous
group shows over the years, demonstrated
that starting over always began with draw-
ing.                              ––Ed McCormack

Miguel Herrera, whose exhibition
“1001 Small Drawings,” was seen

recently at 2/20 Gallery, 220 West 16th
Street, is not the first artist to create a wall-
to-wall installation of unframed drawings.
But he is surely one of the most accom-
plished draftsmen to ever do so. 

Unlike Raymond Pettibon and other
younger artists who have made the relatively
new format of drawing installation their
main means of expression, Herrera did not
come out of the underground comix,
fanzine, and punk rock album cover scene.
Classically trained in his native Chile and
later in Paris, he belongs to the more vener-
able tradition of Spanish and Latin
American graphic art that spans the cen-
turies from Goya to Jose Luis Cuevas. And
since he is a poet as well as a draftsman and
printmaker, one could also call him a spiritu-
al descendent of William Blake. 

Those more accustomed to the funky,
deliberately crude styles of Pettibon and his
hipster acolytes might initially be disconcert-
ed to see drawings as refined as Herrera’s
presented so casually. Yet in Herrera’s case,
paradoxically, the strategy of casting off pre-
ciousness locates the viewer within the aes-

thetic / intellectual environment of an
exquisitely cultivated mature man. Here, a
broad range of literary heroes––Borges,
Lorca, Joyce––carry on a lively dialogue
with less famous but no less interesting por-
trait-faces, as well as the occasional
Goyaesque grotesque and numerous phan-
toms of the artist’s erotic fantasies. 

Being men of the world, the literary
lions that Herrera draws do not look
askance at  the bevy of female nudes, both
lissome and buxom, with whom they share
the walls. Quite the contrary, they  appear
enlivened by the company in which they
find themselves, as Herrera’s mental nymphs
luxuriate languorously in their comely bod-
ies; play nubile Muse to gray-bearded artist
/ satyrs; ride the backs of centaurs; or make
love to each other as freely and innocently as
frolicking, tumbling puppies. 

Miguel Herrera first came to New York
on a Fulbright grant in 1968 and has
remained here ever since, becoming a U.S.
citizen some twenty years ago. He has
taught at Pratt and FIT and his work is in
the collections of MoMA, the Brooklyn
Museum and numerous museums abroad.
In his small drawings in ink, pencil, wash,

watercolor, red chalk and mixed media, we
encounter this immensely gifted and prolific
artist at his most intimate and amiable.

––Ed McCormack

De Kooning at Allan Stone: Starting Over Again and Again

Entering the Teeming Inner World of Miguel Herrera

“Sacred Woman,” ca. 1941  
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Within that little Hive 
Such Hints of Honey lay
As made Reality a Dream  
And Dreams, Reality.

Within those four scant lines, Emily
Dickinson evokes an entire world that,

in its introverted, self-contained brevity,
could sum up the collages of Carole P.
Kunstadt, on view at the Hopper House Art
Center, 82 North Broadway, Nyack, New
York, from February 2 through March 2.
(Reception, February 3, from 2 to 5 PM.)

Indeed, Kunstadt’s solo show is entitled
“The Poetics of Collage,” and this, too,
seems especially
apt, since one
tends to think of
Dickinson in the
same breath as
Joseph Cornell,
whose collages and
box assemblages
comprise a similar-
ly hermetic realm.
Thus while the
serenity and inti-
mate scale of her
work may make
her something of
an anomaly amid
the sensation-seek-
ing clamor of the
contemporary art
scene, Kunstadt
keeps exceedingly
good company.

The artist her-
self quotes
Confucius in
defense of her unorthodox stance: “The
purest essence of the energy of heaven-earth
world coalesces into rock. Within the size of
a fist can be assembled the beauty of a thou-
sand cliffs. The humane man loves moun-
tains, and the love of stones has the same
meaning.” 

Such microcosmic stones are frequently a
literal component of Kunstadt’s composi-
tions, along with twigs, shells, feathers, dried
leaves and fungi, among other organic mat-
ter, which she juxtaposes with handmade
papers, fibers, antique photographs, product
labels, buttons, postage stamps, and myriad
fragments and found objects, transforming
them metaphorically by virtue of a singular
aesthetic alchemy. Many of her pieces meas-
ure only a few square inches, making them
miniatures in comparison to most contem-
porary art works; yet their allusiveness is
immeasurably broader than their physical
dimensions.

Indeed, the intimacy of these works
enhances rather than diminishes their effect,
drawing the viewer close to linger over their

details in much the same way one might
peruse a well-thumbed  family album. Only
here, familiar things are juxtaposed in a
manner that suggests new relationships and
reveals heretofore hidden meanings. By jux-
taposing an actual twig or fragment of bark
with a faded sepia photograph of trees, and
affixing both to a sheet of handmade paper
in which natural fibers are prominent,
not only does Kunstadt present us with an
opportunity to savor subtle coloristic and
textural likenesses and contrasts; she also
invites us to contemplate the relationship
between a natural object and its two-dimen-
sional representation, as well as to acknowl-

edge the origins of the material on which
the photographic image is printed.

Through such contrasts, Kunstadt inter-
rogates the nature of time and change, call-
ing into question the nature of her own
enterprise as an artist who recycles the prod-
ucts of nature into personal expressions of
our common experience. Yet she does not
undertake the transformation of natural
objects lightly, but as a ritual of devotion
and celebration. 

While one reviewer cited the early cubist
collages of Picasso and Braque, accurately
suggesting a similar spirit of formal experi-
mentation, in essence Kunstadt’s work
seems closer to shamanism, or to the self-
questioning of her apparent soul-mate, the
aforementioned Emily Dickinson, when she
wrote, “I robbed the Woods––/ The trust-
ing Woods./ The unsuspecting Trees/
Brought out their Burs and mosses/ My
fantasy to please. / I scanned their trinkets
curious––/ I grasped––I bore away––/
What will the solemn hemlock–– / What
will the Oak tree say?”  

However, another aspect of Kunstadt’s
talent makes itself known in a series of
works incorporating small Raku stoneware
masks, along with her usual variety of stones
and other found objects. A central element
in these compositions, these masks have an
almost eerie presence, with their astonished
stares and gaping mouths, like the faces of
the dead before we shut their eyes to suit
our earthly notions of eternal rest.

In one such work, the mask sports what
appears to be a fluted Elizabethan collar
such as that worn by Shakespeare in the
only –– and perhaps inaccurate, given the
uncertainty over his identity–– representa-

tions we have of him,
and spews strips of
rawhide like a foun-
tain-gargoyle, set
against a backdrop of
elegant antique pen-
manship. (Could this
juxtaposition signify
a visual artist’s wry
take of literary ver-
bosity?) In another
assemblage, a thin
red thread issues like
a trickle of blood
from the gaping
mouth of the mask
to become one of
the stripes in a
woven rectangle to
which the face is
affixed, while a hori-
zontal fragment of
tree-branch mounted
nearer to the bottom
of the arch-shaped

composition evokes the crossbar in a cruci-
fix. The cruciform effect is furthered by the
precise placement of the surrounding
stones. 

Admittedly, these interpretations are
highly subjective, as any analysis of
Kunstadt’s compositions is bound to be,
given the nonlinear, associative nature of her
imagery, which invariably leaves ample room
for imaginative collaboration on the part of
the viewer. 

What is undeniable, however, is that
Carole P. Kunstadt, who has exhibited wide-
ly throughout the United States and Canada
and garnered awards in numerous juried
shows, is an artist who gives one much to
contemplate beyond the formal and tactile
pleasures by which the viewer is initially cap-
tivated. And although she is a very different
kind of artist than Edward Hopper, it seems
apropos that her exhibition can be seen in
his childhood home, since she, like he, is
refreshingly unbeholden to the artistic
trends and fashions of her time.  

––Ed McCormack

Familiar Objects Acquire New Meanings 
in the Collages of Carole P. Kunstadt

“Stepping Stones”
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Like the late writer James Baldwin, the
painter Bob Tomlinson is an African-

American, New York born, who has lived
for lengthy periods of time in France,
absorbing a great deal of European culture,
which informs his work more thoroughly
than that of most contemporary
artists of any race, nationality, or
stylistic persuasion.  

Indeed, Tomlinson has exhibit-
ed widely throughout Europe, as
well as in the United States, where
his latest solo show “Poems of
Cavafy,” inspired by the work of
the modern Greek poet
Constantine P. Cavafy (1863-
1933), is on view at Viridian
Artists, Inc., 530 West 25th Street,
from February 12 through March
8. (There will be a reception on
Saturday, February 16, from 3 to
7 PM, and an opportunity for cof-
fee and conversation with the
artist in the gallery on Saturday,
March 1, from 3 to 4 PM.)

While Baldwin was self-exiled
by his anger at racial injustice, it
was presumably Tomlinson’s
other vocation as a scholar of
French Literature and Aesthetics
that took him to France and his
broader literary interests which
prompted his present series.
Perhaps another point of identifi-
cation with Cavafy for Tomlinson
may be the vague sense of disloca-
tion that unites all exiles, expatri-
ates, and long-term travelers
abroad, although stylistically, the
poet and the painter differ radical-
ly. Cavafy’s poems, which often
meld elements of Greek history,
politics, and myth with his homo-
sexual experiences in Alexandria,
the exotic Egyptian city where he
spent most of his life, are spare,
conversational, and at times iron-
ic. By contrast, Tomlinson’s paintings could
be classified as “postmodern baroque”,
combining classical anatomy with atmos-
pheric abstract forms in compositions that
can call to mind Victor Hugo’s memorable
phrase “the argosies of cloudland.” 

However, the poet and the painter share
an ability to lend the contemporary and the
ancient worlds a similar patina of timeless-
ness. Thus Cavafy’s erotic adventures in the
cafes and bath houses of Alexandria seem
subliminally reflected in Tomlinson’s roiling
compositions, in much the way that a frag-
ment of statuary rescued from antiquity can
recall the living bodies observed along the
avenue en route to the museum.  

Tomlinson accomplishes this transference

by virtue of his fluid draftsmanship, which
convincingly puts into practice his belief that
“there is no monolithic distinction between
naturalistically depicted or abstracted fig-
ures,” merging classical figuration with
abstraction in paintings such as “Caesarion.”

In his  text “Historical and Literary Notes
on the Poems,” the painter / scholar
informs those of us less conversant with the
intricacies of ancient Greek history that
“the son of Julius Caesar and Cleopatra,
known as Caesarion, was killed at the age of
17 on the orders of Octavian (later the
Roman emperor Augustus) after the defeat
of Mark Anthony and Cleopatra at Actium
and the fall of Alexandria in 30 B.C.” The
painting, however, speaks eloquently for
itself, its expressive central figure somewhat
eerily juxtaposed with ancient stone masks
within a jaggedly riven composition that
opens like a wound, calling to mind the
modern surgical term “cesarian section,”
named for the legend that Julius Caesar was

delivered through an abdominal incision.
Even more energized by gestural flour-

ishes reminiscent of Abstract Expressionism
is Tomlinson’s tondo “And I Leaned and
Lay Upon Their Beds,” depicting a lan-
guorous youth reclining in a veritable flesh-

pot of de Kooning pinks and mus-
cular brush strokes. Evidence that
the surging energy which activated
“Dances of Salome,” Tomlinson’s
previous exhibition at Viridian
Artists Inc., has grown even more
intense can also be seen in another
dynamic canvas called “Alexandra
Leaving.” 

It is characteristic of Tomlinson’s
freewheeling approach that, along
with scholarly historical texts, he
takes inspiration from popular
sources such as a song by the con-
temporary Canadian bard Leonard
Cohen which “makes Alexandria a
woman deserting her lover in the
company of the god of Love.”
Tomlinson brings her to visual life
as a voluptuous classical nude
being carried off by a brutish male
abductor amid the smoke and
chaos of the falling city in a scene
that could also recall ”The Rape of
the Sabine Women.” 

The high drama of this and
other compositions in the Cavafy
series––particularly “One of their
Gods,” a masked male nude with a
torso like Hellenistic sculpture,
partially cloaked in ornate
cumuli–– could call to mind the
heroic figures of William Blake, the
doubly-gifted British eccentric who
launched into the cosmos from the
slums of London and saw “a
World in a Grain of Sand / And a
Heaven in a Wild Flower.”
Tomlinson, however, could never
be mistaken for a naive visionary;
for like his reprises of  Abstract

Expressionist pyrotechnics, his forays into
romantic figuration are elements in a delib-
erate synthesis, executed with a postmodern
panache that is no less savvy or self-con-
scious than John Curren’s meldings of
Botticelli with Norman Rockwell. 

The important difference here between
Bob Tomlinson and most of his postmodern
peers, however, is the genuine reverence
that he brings to the visual interpretation of
Cavafy’s poetry, which has obviously struck
an emotional chord in him and sparked a
profound aesthetic response. Yet by virtue of
their sumptuous surfaces and seductive
forms, his paintings ultimately transcend
subject matter and take on a glowing life of
their own.                    ––Ed McCormack

Bob Tomlinson at Viridian Artists Inc: Painting, 
Cavafy’s Poetry, and the Immediacy of Myth

“Caesarion”
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In an era when the Dalai Lama does
photo-ops with Richard Gere; super-

models appear in animal rights / anti-fur
ad campaigns; and Sting edits an issue of
Vanity Fair to call attention to the plight
of Africa, glamour and social activism can
no longer be thought of as mutually
exclusive. 

Drew Tal, a fashion photographer
turned fine art photographer, is acutely
aware of how beauty can become a per-
suasive weapon against oppression, racial
inequality, and other social ills. In his new
exhibition, “Facing East,” at Point of
View Gallery, 638 West  28th Street, from
March 20 through April 26, Tal returns
to a favorite theme: the suffering of the
Tibetan people under Chinese rule; and,
in a new series, also explores the universal

paradox of how we are all different yet
very much alike. 

Tal’s world-view as an artist was
formed when he set out from his native
Israel as a young man to explore remote
areas of the Middle East, India, North
Africa, and Asia. As he absorbed a poly-
glot variety of cultures, his travels appar-
ently turned into a spiritual quest not
unlike that of Hermann Hesse’s fictional
character “Siddhartha.” Arriving in New
York in 1981, he began doing fashion
photography while working as a designer
in a couture house. Although he eventual-
ly tired of fashion photography, he con-
tinued to use the model agencies to find
idealized ethnic types for his art photo-
graphs.

“With each exotic face in front of my
lens, a new art image emerges in my
mind,” Tal  states. “A Yemenite face has
inspired me to create my own version of
St. Sebastian, a Pakistani model trans-
formed into ‘the Believer,’ a Cuban youth
assumed the image of John the Baptist...”

That just about all of Tal’s models are
unusually attractive young people with
perfectly symmetrical features in no way
detracts from the power of his images.
Needless to say, we all know that the
world’s oppressed minorities are not all

uniformly beautiful; that many of them
are far too busy with survival issues to pri-
oritize cosmetic considerations. Yet Tal’s
tendency toward idealization does not
suggest a superficial celebration of the
hierarchy of natural beauty that exists
among the physical elite of every popula-
tion. Rather, like the new breed of adver-
tising activists, he employs comeliness, sex
appeal, and glamour to literally seduce the
viewer and  “sell” the cause. 

This is nothing new, although the cult
of ugliness that has held sway in recent
decades could cause us to forget that,
since the ancient Greeks, artists have been
using the idealized human figure not only
as an aesthetic lure but also to embody
more transcendent forms of perfection. In
Tal’s case, these include the Vedic teach-

ing that while our bodies appear separate
from each other, we share a universal con-
sciousness and the Buddhist notion that
every time we self-differentiate, we only
add to universal suffering.

The concept of differences and like-
nesses comes into play dramatically in
Tal’s new series “Inanimation,” a series of
portraits in which the real human features
of Chinese, Indian, Pakistani, Labanese,
and Israeli models are digitally synthesized
with those of fiberglass mannequins. In
one such work, the resulting faces are
synthesized and superimposed over the
identical outline of a generic, hairless hair
head, the shape and color of the eyes, the
shape of the lips, and other details chang-
ing only slightly over the course of five
adjoining panels. 

Another piece is a diptych in which
two perfectly matched youthful Chinese
faces appear side by side. Only their hair-
styles and silken traditional accessories
make clear that the face on the left is
female and the one on the right is male.
But both are so smooth of feature and of
such equal beauty as to render such gen-
der distinctions moot. And, indeed, the
intricate network of fine fissures, like deli-
cate cracks in porcelain, covering their
otherwise smooth skin, suggests that even

making too much of gender distinctions
can cause irreparable fault-lines in our
thinking.

Discovering the wide-ranging possibil-
ities of digital imaging software in the
1990s enabled Tal to introduce ever more
painterly effects into his portrait photog-
raphy. Not only could he innovate coloris-
tically and evoke sensual tactile and star-
tling spatial illusions; he could now layer
images from his rich archive of travel pho-
tographs into his compositions, adding
decaying facades, stone carvings, temple
walls, and other exotic atmospheric ele-
ments to create dramatic settings for his
human subjects. 

Two fine examples in the present exhi-
bition of this merging of portraiture and
exotic local color are seen in the composi-

tions called “Within” and “Tibetan
Tears.” In the former, elaborate sacred art
frescoes merge with the face of a monk
mediating with clasped hands, enveloped
in luminous red and yellow hues that
simultaneously suggest spiritual auras and
the flames of self-immolation. In the lat-
ter, a huge, phantom-like face with blood-
red tears streaming down its cheeks looms
in the rain-streaked nocturnal sky above
an ancient, mountainous city.  

Both pictures not only confirm
Maurice Taplinger’s opinion, stated in an
earlier review in these pages, that Drew
Tal’s work may be “in the forefront of a
nascent movement of postmodern roman-
ticism,” but also reveal this gifted photo-
graphic artist’s ability to imbue humanis-
tic and spiritual themes with the eye-
catching impact of a high-end advertising
campaign.

Say what you will about the often dele-
terious influence of Warholesque
“Popism” on contemporary art––and,
having been one of the original contribut-
ing editors of Interview   and had the
opportunity to watch Andy manipulate up
close, I could say a lot about it–– these
are ideas that deserve to be “sold.”

––Ed McCormack

Drew Tal Faces East and Sees Visions of a Better World 

“inAmimation”     
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Afantastic vision is heightened by the
liberal use of chiaroscuro to lend

atmospheric drama to the acrylic paintings
of Patrice Goubeau, a winner of the cov-
eted Grand Prize award from the Salon
des Artistes Francais, at Agora Gallery,
530 West 25th Street, from  February 5
through 26. (Reception: Thursday
February 7, 6 to 8 PM.)

A native of France, now living and work-
ing in Canada, Goubeau employs shadows
around the edges of his forms to give
human figures, natural objects such as
trees, and classical architecture a steely sur-
face sheen that lends them all a similarly
unearthly quality. This effect also adds to
the abstract attributes of his paintings, even
while his subject matter is always clearly
delineated and specific. His strongly lit fig-
urative compositions, particularly, suggest a
descendant of Caravaggio, albeit with a
more contemporary simplicity of form.

Elements of Surrealism also come into
play, particularly in canvases such as “The
Beautiful Tale,” where an ancient ship
sails through the portal of a magnificent
baroque structure like a train emerging
from a tunnel,  as well as in “The
Silence,” where the piece de resistance is
sinuous wisps of white smoke, curling like
phantom serpents around the openings of
the colonnade in a classical rotunda. In

“The Ruins,” Goubeau evokes a surreal
landscape where stylized popular trees
appear as sharp as a knife blade, while
“Eternity” sets fragmented figures adrift
in a dark, lonely cosmic expanse.

“Because all the persons I am very
close to died ––my uncle died in front of
me, my best friend died in a car crash
when I was 15, two of my friends I used
to discuss art with died too and my father
also died in my arms ––I decided to fight
for life against all these deaths around
me,” Goubeau says in an artist statement
issued in conjunction with his exhibition. 

“As long as I remember, this battle
always existed in my mind: it awakens all
my feelings and a profound consciousness
that present is already past, when some-
thing dramatic happens. In my art, I try
to fight against sadness and fate.”  

This mystical struggle is apparent in
the haunting quality of his compositions,
which convey a noble effort to preserve
the past in the present, not only by
couching visions of antiquity in a vital
contemporary style, but by rendering
passing moments immutable. In
Goubeau’s painting “The Star,” for exam-
ple, a graceful female nude with a purplish
cast to her skin appears beset by outer
forces that take the form of golden
abstract swirls. Although this image was
most probably created with mythic rather
than literal intent, one cannot help relat-
ing it to the recent news reports of youth-
ful celebrities such as Britney Spears and
Lindsay Lohan succumbing to the perils
of fame and the damaging effects of
impersonal mass adulation on the private
human soul.

Indeed, it is precisely his visionary abil-
ity to create images which are timeless yet
cast light on current events that makes
Patrice Goubeau a compelling and ulti-
mately important painter.       

––Marie R. Pagano

Life-Affirming Symbolism in the Art of Patrice Goubeau 

“The Beautiful Tale”

THE BROOME STREET GALLERY
Ground floor, 1,300 sq. ft.  

Exhibition space rental available

498 Broome Street, New York, NY 10013  Tel: (212) 941-0130

John Anderson
February 2 - March 29, 2007

Allan Stone Gallery
113 East 90th Street, NYC 10128
Tel. 212.987.4997 Fax. 212.987.1655

www.allanstonegallery.com 

Black Renaissance 2008
A Fine Arts Exhibit

February 6-24, 2008

Farhana Akhter • *Sonia Barnett • J.W. Ford 
William Hunt • Robert Lee Jones • Nathaniel Ladson 

Robert Scott • *Elton Tucker • Yukako
*Co-Curators

Broadway Mall Community Center
Broadway@96St. (NYC) Center Island

Gallery Hours: Wed 6-8pm, Sat/Sun. 12-6 pm

wsacny@wsacny.org      212-316-6024      www.wsacny.org
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WORLD FINE ART GALLERY
511 West 25th Street, Ste 803

New York, N.Y. 10001
Phone: 646 336 1677    Hrs: Tues - Sat  12 - 6pm

www.worldfineart.com   info@worldfineart.com

Min Sin Kim

Represented by

“Lily”

NEW CENTURY ARTISTS, INC. PRESENTS

EXPRESSIONS
LINDA DUJACK • FRITZ ERISMANN

LINDA GANUS • MARK LERER • GEORGE OLEXA

NEW CENTURY ARTISTS is pleased to announce the exhibit 
“EXPRESSIONS 08” which will be open for viewing 

from March 25 to April 12, 2008.

Linda Dujack is a printmaker. Her art has been inspired 
by the events in her life.

Fritz Erismann is inspired by formative and transforming processes. 
His works on paper and canvas reflect arts capacity to reinvent itself.

Linda Ganus works from the figure and associated objects. Her work explores
symbiotic relationships found in nature as well as those 

that exist between individuals. 
Mark Lerer’s ink drawings distill his observations of the human figure 

and of political issues into a pictorial style that is unique and compelling.
George C. Olexa works with color and empirical memory to inspire 

seeing, examination of ones self, and our environment. 

Attendees are welcome to meet the artists at the opening reception
in the gallery on Saturday March 29, from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.

New Century Artists
530 West 25th Street – Suite 406, between 10th & 11th Avenues

New York City 10001  (212) 367-7072

Email: newcenturyartists@msn.com   url: newcenturyartists.org
Gallery Hours: Tuesday – Saturday 11:00 am to 6:00 pm  



112 Greene Street, SoHo, New York City, NY 10012
Tel: (212) 966-3864          info@cfmgallery.com         Fax: (212) 226-1041

Sunday Noon to 6pm     Monday thru Saturday  11am to 6pm
www.cfmgallery.com

Frederick  Hart
1943 - 1999

CFM Gallery
March 2008

A Spring Awakening
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